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ABSTRACT. Let H = - \L + V be a general Schrödinger operator on R"
(v~> 1), where A is the Laplace differential operator and V is a potential
function on which we assume minimal hypotheses of growth and regularity,
and in particular allow V which are unbounded below. We give a general
survey of the properties of e~tH, t > 0, and related mappings given in terms
of solutions of initial value problems for the differential equation du/dt +
Hu = 0. Among the subjects treated are L ^-properties of these maps, existence of continuous integral kernels for them, and regularity properties of
eigenfunctions, including Harnack's inequality.
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A. INTRODUCTION

Al. Overview. By a Schrôdinger operator, we mean a partial differential
operator on R" of the form
(Al)

H = H0+V;

i/0 = -iA;

V=V(x)

where A is the ^-dimensional Laplace operator A = 2vJ=ld2/dxf (the reason for
the convention - ^A rather than -A will become clear later). The name comes
from the form of Schrödinger's equation which, in units with h = m = 1 reads
(A2)

idxp/dt = Hxp.

H is thus the Hamiltonian operator of a nonrelativistic particle; H0 is the
kinetic energy and V the potential energy. The function, V, will not be
supposed smooth, continuous or even bounded, and indeed the Coulomb
potentials present in atomic and molecular Hamiltonians are unbounded as
one approaches certain codimension 3 planes. One of our goals will be to
discuss fairly general V 's.
In §B13 we will discuss operators of the form
H= i(-/v

-a)2

+V

which describes the Hamiltonian in the presence of a potential, V, and
magnetic field B = V X a.
By a Schrôdinger semigroup, we mean the semigroup
(A3)

e-'H

generated by H. Our purpose in this article is to reveiw a variety of properties
of these operators, especially within and between L ^-spaces. The symbol
IIA || pq denotes the norm of an operator A from Lp to Lq. This appears to be a
narrow and probably uninteresting subject. In fact, it impinges on a considerable number of different aspects of the study of H and on the general theory of
semigroups, of elliptic equations and of stochastic processes.
(1) There occur examples of interest to the general theory of semigroups. For
instance, we will see (§B5) that for suitable V in C™(R4), the semigroup e~tH
on L°°(R4) has an operator norm behaving as Ct/In t as t -> oo.
(2) At first sight, it appears that (A3) is the wrong operator to look at; the
Schrôdinger equation (A2) is solved by \p(t) — e~itH\p(Q), so that for quantum
mechanics the correct object to look at is the unitary group
(A4)

e~itH.

While this is to some extent true, one is especially interested in eigenfunctions
H\p = E\p; i// E L? (called stationary states, since then (\p(t), A\p(t)) = (\p, A\p)
so that the probability distributions of observables is time-independent). Of
course, such an eigenfunction obeys e~tH\p = e~tE\p so ^ is in e~tH[L2]. Thus,
for example, results that say e~tH maps L2 to L°° ensure us that eigenfunctions
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are in U° (since F may be unbounded, this is not trivial). Moreover, e~itH[L2]
is all of L2 so e~itH cannot be used for this purpose. In fact, a major element
(Chapter C) of our study here will be to study eigenfunctions.
(3) The Schrödinger semigroup is useful for studying any eigenfunction but
particularly so for eigenfunctions at the bottom of the spectrum. The quantity
info(H) is called the ground state energy and if it is an eigenvalue, the
corresponding eigenvector is called the ground state. The ground state is always
unique if it exists, i.e. if the ground state energy is an eigenvalue, it has
multiplicity one. Indeed, this is most easily proven using the semigroup (see
e.g. [162, §XIII.12]); explicitly, the fact that e~tHfis pointwise positive if ƒ is
pointwise nonnegative. The ground state energy is given by
(A5)

inf a(H) = - lim Z"1 ln||e-/i5r,.|.

In (A5), the norm is for an operator on L 2 , but we will see later (§B5) that one
can use an L ^-operator norm instead. An alternative formula is
(A6)

inf a(H) = - lim rl\n( ƒ, e~tHf)
t-*oo

for any ƒ which is pointwise nonnegative. Finally, if H has a ground state \p,
then
(A7)

e->»f/(f,e-2<Hfy/2

^ = 5-Hm

where again, ƒ is any nonnegative function.
(A7) is particularly important in quantum field theory, where the use of
semigroups has become a standard tool. Because relativistic invariance becomes Euclidean invariance if //' is replaced by /, the associated theory is called
Euclidean quantum field theory. These ideas are especially powerful in a path
integration context; see (8) below. For further discussion of these things, see
[76,193, 204].
(4) Sobolev estimates are among the most celebrated and useful estimates in
analysis. Since A/, ƒ G Lp, if and only if ƒ G [-A + l]~l[Lp]9 the Sobolev
estimates for -A are statements about the resolvent of -A mapping Lp to Lq.
Analogous estimates for H will be proven here (§B2) by using the semigroup
Lp estimates and the formula
(A8)

(H + E)-l=

Ce-tHe~tEdt.

J

o

The limitation on q will come from the divergence of II e~tH\\p.q as 110. We can
also study (H + E)-« by
(A9)

(H + EYa = ca re-tHe-tEt«-x

dt

J

Q

so long as a > 0. [ca is a constant expressible as a T function.] The net result
will be that we recover "inhomogeneous" but not "homogeneous" Sobolev
estimates; i.e. (-A + l)~ a maps Lp to Lq if p < q < / ( a , p) for an explicit
function/. We show (H + E)~a maps Lp to Lq ifp < q < / ( a , p) (i.e. we lose
the case q = /(a, p)) and if E is sufficiently large.
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(5) It is a comforting fact to learn that some operator one is interested in has
an integral kernel. This is especially beloved by physicists, in part because the
asymptotics of this kernel at infinity are sometimes related to physically
significant quantities like scattering amplitudes. The theorem of Dunford and
Pettis (see Treves [202]) asserts that
THEOREM A. 1.1. Let (M, /x) be a separable measure space and E a separable
Banach space. Let A be a bounded operator from E to L°°(M, du). Then there
exists a unique {up to sets of ^measure zero) weakly measurable function, a,
from M to E* so that for each f E E and a.e.x G M

(Af)(x)=(a(x),f).
Moreover II A II ^ = Mil.
In particular, choosing E = LP(M, dp); 1 <p < oo, so that E* =
L%M, d[i) with q~x +/T 1 = 1, and noting the trivial converse of Theorem
A.l.l, we have
A. 1.2. If A is a bounded operator on LP(M, dp) and A is bounded
also from L to L°° then there is a measurable function a on MX M obeying
COROLLARY
p

(A10)

sup[/|a(x, j ) r ] ' / 9 ( = M H , : 8 0 ) < o o

so that, for any f E Lp,
(All)

(Af)(x)

= fa(x, y)f(y)

d(i(y).

Conversely, if A: Lp -* Lp has an internal kernel, a, in the sense of (All)
obeying (A 10), then A is a bounded map from Lp to L°°.
Of especial interest is the case p = 2. Operators on L 2 obeying (A 10) are
called Carleman (integral) operators and are of classical interest. Corollary
A. 1.2 is often attributed to Korotkov [120] especially in the Russian literature.
Although it is a special case of the much older theorem of Dunford and Pettis
[202], Korotkov was the first to emphasize its usefulness in the context of
Carleman operators.
One can ask about continuity of the integral kernels. Let X be a separable
locally compact metric space and let C(X), ?NLf(X) denote the bounded
continuous functions on X and its dual, the Baire measures of finite total
variation. By o(C, 911) we mean the weak topology on C determined by the
functions ƒ -> ffdfi and by a(91t, C) the weak * topology on 911. Given any
Baire measure, v, finite or not, on X, L\X, dp) is imbedded in 911 by
associating ƒ to fdv and if supp v — X, then Ü is a(9IL, C) dense. One can
prove quite easily that
THEOREM A. 1.3. Let X be a separable locally compact space and v a Baire
measure. Let T be bounded map from LX(X, dv) to L°°(X, dv). Then T has an
integral kernel which is separately continuous in x, y if and only if Ràn T C C( X)
and Thas an extension f from tyt(X) to C(X) which is continuous in norm and
also when 9H is given the a(91t, C) topology and C the a(C, 911) topology. If
supp v — X, then such a t is unique.
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The integral kernel is given by K(x, y) = f(8y)(x) with 8y the point
measure at y.
We will not use the above theorem in this paper because it only yields
separate continuity in JC, y\ by other methods, we will be able to prove that the
various operators of interest have jointly continuous kernels. It does not seem
easy to get such joint continuity from Banach space continuity properties of T.
(6) Carleman operators are of especial interest because it is precisely for
them that there exist eigenfunction expansions of the type associated with the
names of Berezanskii, Browder, Garding, Gel'fand and Kac (we dub this a
BGK expansion). In §C5, we discuss such expansions and compare them with
the more powerful expansion of Povzner and Ikebe (IP expansions). The BGK
expansions are of minimal interest in the study of "iV-body potentials" (see
A2) where one knows or expects there is an IP expansion. But with the recent
interest in random (e.g. [148]) and almost periodic potentials (e.g. [192]),
general results which hold for potentials with no special decay properties at
infinity have become very significant. In this article we primarily emphasize
results that hold for potentials without any decay assumptions. The BGK
expansions are exactly of this type and have played an important role in the
study of random and almost periodic potentials.
(7) Properties of integral kernels are important in establishing trace ideal
[195] properties of operators of the form f(H)g(x). Such properties are often
technically very useful and are discussed in §B9.
(8) Thus far we have emphasized connections of the subject of this article
with functional analysis and partial differential equations. There is also a deep
and powerful connection with the theory of stochastic processes, especially
Brownian motion and certain Markovian perturbations of it. In fact, the proofs
we sketch in §§B1 and CI of the basic results whose consequence we derive
later in the corresponding chapters, are probabilistic in nature. We emphasize
that most of the proofs of consequences are not probabihstic. Moreover, as we
will discuss (and briefly describe for the results of Bl), there are nonprobabilistic proofs of these results. We prefer the probabilistic proofs because we find
them natural and moreover, because they set up a close connection between Lp
bounds on semigroups and Lp bounds on the Poisson kernel for H, the key
object in §C1. From an analytic point of view, this connection is far from
transparent and indeed the analytic proofs seem to be totally unrelated. But, in
fairness, I should emphasize that I know experts in PDE's who regard the
probabihstic proofs as highly unnatural: Chaqu'un son gout! We emphasize
that because of the probabihstic proofs we are restricted to second order
equations. Occasionally, in this article, we will suppose a familiarity with
Brownian motion and the Feynman-Kac formula; see [194] for the necessary
background.
This completes our overview of reasons why Lp properties of semigroups are
interesting. Other than the indications above, we will not bother to sketch the
contents of Chapters B and C; the table of contents lists section titles which
give considerable information.
We have already indicated that it is important to prove results without any
decay assumptions on V and obviously one wants to allow local singularities to
be able to include Coulomb potentials. Virtually all our results will be stated
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for potentials in a class, Kv, discussed in §A2; to be more precise, we will
normally require that V_= max(-F,0) He in KV but that V+ = max(F,0) only
lies in K}00. In a sense we describe in §A2, Kv is a maximal space for e~tH to
have reasonable L°° -> L°° properties, at least if V doesn't have severe oscillations. Nevertheless, there are a few papers on larger classes and these are
described in §A3.
We should emphasize that while we are careful to give our results for this big
class, Ky, it is my opinion, that for most cases one could be quite happy with
results that included Coulomb singularities and all continuous functions. The
only legitimate point of studying larger classes is naturally of results or
methods.
When V is unbounded, the definition of the sum -A4- F is not completely
trivial. We briefly discuss the definition of H if V_ G K9, V+ G K]™ in §A2.
While we have emphasized that our results generally require no decay
hypotheses on K, many are interesting even for V's with some decay, like
Af-body potentials. Of particular interest are results on properties of eigenfunctions and on certain operators having integral kernels.
There is one severe defect in the breadth of our class of potentials. Because
of our central use of e~tH9 we cannot directly treat the case where H is not
bounded from below (except for the local results of §C1 which are still
applicable). One can reasonably define H as long as H 4- c \ x |2 is bounded
below for some c even if H is not bounded below. The important case of
constant electric field, i.e. V — W 4- a -x with a fixed and W in Kv is in this
class. In §B12 we will prove such operators have BGK eigenfunction expansions.
Having mentioned my book [194], I should deal with the question of overlap
with that book and this article. §25 of that book deals with the subject matter
of §§B1, B2, B7 and B9 of this paper. While most of [194] involves well
developed subjects and therefore is to some extent in definitive form, §25
represents results obtained in late 1977 when the book was being completed.
There have been considerable developments since then, and this article subsumes and improves most of §25 of [194].
While the present article is of "review" nature in the sense of giving a
comprehensive overview of a subject, there are numerous new results. We will
not generally bother to note those cases where the result stated here are proven
for Kv while previous results are for smaller classes. We will indicate results
which are "substantially new"; many in the area of integral kernels of various
operators.
The results and worldview of this paper have been developed during the past
five years, and I owe a debt to many colleagues for useful discussions,
suggestions and arguments during that period. I would like to thank them all,
including S. Agmon, M. Aizenman, A. Berthier, H. Brezis, R. Carmona, E. B.
Davies, P. Deift, I. Herbst, M. Hoffman-Ostenhof, T. Hoffman-Ostenhof, M.
Klaus, E. Lieb, T. Osborne, J. Piepenbrink, M. Perelmuter, Y. Semenov, I.
Sigal, B. Souillard and S. Zelditch.
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A2. The class Kv. The basic spaces of potentials we will consider are given
by
DEFINITION. A real-valued measurable function V on R" is said to lie in K, if
and only if
(a) If v > 3
(A12)

lim sup ƒ

H"-2) I

v(y)\dy

= 0.

ln{| x •y\-X)\V{y)\d*y

= 0.

i*-

\y

(b) If v = 2
lim sup ƒJ

(A13)

x

a !0

\x-y\<a

(c) If v = 1
(A14)

sup ƒ

\V(y)\dy<*>.

We say V is in K]00 if and only if V%R G # " for all R9 where 90* is the
characteristic function of {x | | x | < # } .
The earliest discussion of classes related to Kv is that of Stummel [200] who
defined the space Mp2 where Mp is given by
DEFINITION (SCHECHTER [172]). V E Mfi p if and only if
(A15)

\x-yf-v\V(y)\Pdy

sup/

=

\\V\\lp<oo.

If v ^ 3, we will put the norm || • || 2 l on Kv (in which Kv is not a complete
space) when we discuss continuity in Vin §B10. For v = 2, we use the norm
(A15')

sup / .

la{\x-y\-i}\V(y)\dy

\x-y\<\/2

and in v - '- 1, the uniform Ü norm, i.e. II • II 1,1- In all these cases, we use the
symbol 11 Il k for this norm. As we shall see, ifp>39 Kv is not complete in this
norm.
In his book, Schechter [172] does not explicitly single out the space Kv but if
one chases through several definitions, one discovers that one of his theorems
has as its hypothesis V E Kv. The classes appear explicitly first in Kato's paper
[112]. Ironically, in the context of the problems studied by Schechter and Kato
(form sum and selfadjointness questions respectively), Kv is not the natural
class; e.g. if v > 3 and V(x) = -\ x |"2{ln(| x \ +2)}-*, then V<EKV if and only
if a > 1 (see Example B below), but Vis -A-form bounded with relative bound
zero so long as v ^ 3, a > 0 (and -A-operator is bounded if v > 5, a > 0).
Schechter [170] subsequently realized that for form problems, the maximal
classes are larger than Kv. [In §B1, we will mention one explanation of why, in
Kato's proof of selfadjointness, Kv enters naturally; that is, while Kv is not
maximal for the selfadjointness, it is for one proof.]
The naturalness of the class Kv for Lp properties was discovered by
Aizenman and Simon [9] in the context of path integral methods, and by
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Agmon [3] using PDE methods. This is illustrated by the following result which
we will prove in §B1.
A.2.1 [9]. Let V< 0. Then V G Kv if and only if e~tH is bounded
from L to L°° with lim,i0ll*-'"lloo,oo = L
THEOREM
00

If V has both signs, cancellations can take place for highly oscillatory
potentials [9].
Aizenman and Simon also show that V G K]00 is equivalent when V < 0 to a
strong version of Harnak's inequality [9, Theorems 5.1 and 5.2].
We should point out one interesting aspect of Theorem A.2.1. If L00 to L°° is
replaced by L2 to L2, then the condition lim/i0Il^~ri/ll2,2 = * follows by the
spectral theorem once e~tH is bounded. Thus the analogous question is whether
V is bounded below. In the L2 case, one has the phenomena that there are
potentials (like -r~2) so that Fis in the class but Wis not for X large. Since Kv
is a vector space, we have the remarkable fact that if V < 0, then once
e-t(H0+v) ^ b oun( j ec i o n u*> w it n the norm condition, automatically, the same
is true for e-^HQ+xv) for all X.
The function \x — y |"("~2) arises in the definition of Kv because it is (up to a
constant) the integral kernel of (-A)"1. More generally, the integral kernel
G0(x - y\ E) of (-A + E)'1 obeys (if v > 3; E > 0)
(z)G0(x-y;E)<cv\x-y\-(>>-2\
(b) For each r > 0,
sup e\*~y\G0{x - y\ E) = 0.

lim

£,_>0

°

\x-y\^r

From these facts and the elementary
LEMMA

A.2.2. KV C L ^

= {V\ supjlx_yl^

\ V(y) | dvy < oo}.

One obtains the result (i) => (ii) in the following
PROPOSITION A.2.3

[9]. The following are equivalent:

(i)VEKp.

Wlim^JK-A + i*)-11^111^=0.
(in) lim^^lK-A + ^ F 1 1 ^ = 0.
(i^Hm^^lin-A + ErMl^^O.
(v) For all e > 0, there exist a > 0 so that for all \p in DLi(A) (the domain of
the generators of the semigroup e&t on L1), we have
(A16)
ll^|| 1 <e||JÏ 0 *lli + *ll*lli.
In (ii), we intend the operator (-A 4- E)'x applied to the function | V\ and
take the L°°-norm. In (iii), (iv), V is intended as a multiplication operator and
we use an operator norm.
SKETCH (V > 3; THE PROOF IN V - 1,2 is SIMILAR). We have shown (i) => (ii)
and (ii) => (i) is similar using lower bounds on G0. Since A = (-A + E)'x \ V\
takes positive functions to positive functions, we have that | Af \ < II ƒ II ^ (Al)
pointwise (1 is the function which is identically 1). Thus

||(-A + ET' | V\ IL)00 = ||(-A + EX11 V\ 111.
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so (ii) is equivalent to (iii). (iv) is equivalent to (iii) because | V\ and (-A -f E)
are selfadjoint and L2 and L00 are dual, (iv) => (v) since
HK^II, < II | V\ (i/ 0 + E)"\tX[\\H^\\x

x

+ EU\\X]

and (v) impHes (iv) since (A 16) says that
\\V{H0 + E)'x\\XtX < e\\H0(H0 + E)"l\\XtX + *||(iï 0 +

Eyl\\lA

and one knows that, because H0 is the generator of a contraction semigroup on
L\
\\H0{H0 + E)-x\\hX<2

\\{H0 + Eyx\\XtX<\E\'x.

D

The understanding of why one takes limaAo in the definition comes in part
from the requirement that one can take e -> 0 (if b -> oo) in (A16), in part from
the results on the path integral formulation of Kv9 and in part from some
continuity conditions. These conditions are responsible for the fact that e~tH
will have only continuous functions in its range (§B3) and the result says that
Kv is more or less maximal for this.
PROPOSITION A.2.4. The following are equivalent:
(a) V G K^.
(b)f(x) = J\x-y\<\ \x-y \<v~2) | V(y) \ dvy is a continuous function.
(c) If g is any bounded function of compact support, then (-A -I- E)~l[Vg] is a
continuous function.
(d) For the characteristic function % of any ball, (-A + E)~lV%R is a compact
operator from L00 to L00.

This result is proven in [9]. In proving (a) => (b), a useful preliminary is to
prove that if V in Kv has compact support, then V is the limit in A^-norm of
bounded functions. This is done in [9] using Dini's Lemma. There is an
alternative and transparent way which will be useful below. If V has compact
support and v> 3, let

f(x) = J\x-y\-(r-2)\V(y)\dy
i.e. if g is the Coulomb potential, | x\~(v~2\ then ƒ = g * (V). Let h8 be a
positive spherically symmetric C00 function with Jh8(x)dvx = 1 and with
supp/jfi C {x\ \x\< 8}. Then, by Gauss' law for Coulomb potentials, (i)
*• * g < & (Ü) (*« * *X*) = g(x) if | x \> S. Thus
Il g * *« * I V\ -g * | V\ II,, < sup f

\x-y

|-^"2> | V(y) \ dvy

so h8 * | V\ converges to Fin Kv norm. Since V E L1, h6 * | V\ is a (^-function.
We are now ready to discuss some examples of functions, V, in Kv.
v
EXAMPLE A. Let \i< v, let ƒ G K^ and let T: R -» R* be Unear and
surjective. Then, we claim that f(Tx) = F(x) Hes in Kv. This is because if we
integrate \x — y |"^~2> cutoff at large | JC — y \ over v — /x variables we get
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something behaving as | Tx — Ty \~^~2\ See [9] for a formal proof. Thus, e.g. if
ƒ G L\ V(X) = f(x{) is in Kv. We summarize the moral of this example by
saying that K^C Kv.
EXAMPLE B (CENTRAL POTENTIALS). Let V(x) = f(\ x |) be a positive spherically symmetric function. Using the fact that such a charge distribution always
produces an electrostatic potential which is maximum at x = 0, one can see
that [9]
PROPOSITION A.2.5. If v > 3 and V(x) = f(\ x |), then V G Kv if and only if (i)
sup^ 2 /|x-^|<i l/(*)l àx < oo and(n) tir\f(r)\dr< oo.

The condition /0ar | V(r) \ dr < oo is very popular in analyzing the (ODE)
reduced radial Schrödinger equation, see e.g. [12]. Because of the maximum at
x = 0 fact, the finiteness of || V||Kv implies V G Kviî Vis spherically symmetric. In particular, if V is symmetric, if V is -A-bounded in Ü sense, then the
relative bound must be 0.
EXAMPLE C. Let V* be the spherical decreasing rearrangement of V [30].
Then, by general principles [30]
sup/
x

\x-y\^-2)\V(y)\dvy

J

\x-y\<a

<sup f

\x-y\<"-V\V*(y)\dy.

J

x

\x-y\<a

Since we have just studied when the right side goes to zero with a and since we
can describe V* in terms of the distribution function mv(X) =\{x\\ V(x)\>
X} | (| -|= Lebesgue measure), we find [9] that if v > 3 and fi°[mv(\)]2^
d\
< oo then V G Kv.
EXAMPLE D (STUMMEL AND SCHECHTER SPACES). The Schechter spaces M$tP
(and their special case Mp 2 , the Stummel spaces) are defined in (A 15). Clearly,
if v > 3,
(A17)
Also Ma

Mfitl CKV if p > 2.
C Mptl ila<pP

(A18)

by Holder's inequality and the fact that
\x-y\-(l~e)vdvx<

f

J

oo.

\x-y\<\

Thus
(A19)

MUfPCKv

ifa>2p

and in particular
Maa CKV if a > 4
(a > 4 is precisely the condition of Stummel iîv> 4).
EXAMPLE E (LP SPACES). By (A 18) and Holder's inequality L£ C Mfitl so
long as /? > v/p where
(A20)

LP = {ƒ | sup ƒ
\f(x)f
I
x J\x-y\<l

d'x < oo}.
J
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Thus, by (A17)
(A21)

LS(RV)CKV

iîp>±v(v>2).

V 2

At the borderline L J ft Kv\ for example, a spherically symmetric function
behaving as r~2(log r)~a at r ~ 0 is in Lv/1 if and only if a(\v) > 1 while a > 1
is required for it to be in Kv (see Example B). As we will discuss below, for
v > 5 Lv/1 is within the regime where - ^A + V is essentially selfadjoint but
potentially not in Kv.
EXAMPLE F (TV-BODY OPERATORS). TO describe N particles of mass mi
moving in v dimensions, one studies a Hamiltonian H on Rv^~ !> describing
motion with center of mass motion removed. It is useful to think of X = Rp(N~l)
as points (rl9...9rN) C RvN with 2miri — 0. H0 is then \ times the LaplaceBeltrami operator associated to the metric m^dr^2, i.e. if e (1) ,... ,e(N~l)p are
vectors in X with (e(i) = (e\j\... ,*#>)),

and x G X is written x = lxjeu\ then H0 = - i S f e 1 ^ 2 / 8 * ? - H = H0+ V
with F = S ^ y ^ / r , - ry) and ^ a function on JR". By Example A, F G #„(Ar_ 1}
if each Vtj lies in A',,, e.g. if Vtj G L^, p > v/2. For example, if v — 3 and
^ y ( x ) = e / 7 /| x | (Coulomb potentials), then V G Kv. Indeed | x | _1 could be
replaced by | x |~a for any a < 2.
EXAMPLE G (PERIODIC, ALMOST PERIODIC AND RANDOM POTENTIALS). Considerable interest has recently arisen in the study of almost periodic (see e.g.
[192]) and random (see e.g. [148]) potentials. For a periodic potential to lie in
Kv, it is obviously sufficient that it lie in Kl°°. Almost periodic functions in the
sense of Bohr are by definition continuous. For the machinery of this paper to
be relevant, it is natural to extend the class and to call a function V Kv-almost
periodic if and only if {V(--t)} is precompact in Kv norm. If one defines
LP-almost periodic in the analogous way, then for p > v/2, any L^-a.p.
function is A^-a.p. Random potentials of the type discussed in [77], i.e.
continuous functions of Brownian motion on a compact manifold are bounded
and so, of course, in Kv. But many random potentials will lead to Hamiltonians which are not bounded below and therefore the corresponding potentials
will not be in Kv. For example, the Poisson model of [81] has this property as
does various Gaussian process potentials. Typically these potentials will at
least lie in K]00 with probability 1.
EXAMPLE H (TRUDINGER CONDITION). In his work on Harnack inequality,
Trudinger [203] (see also [72]) used the hypothesis
(A22a)

(<p, | V\ <p) < £(<p, H0<p) + C(e)(<p, <p)

for all e > 0, <p G Cf with
(A22b)

C(e) < Ce~M

for some M. It is proven in [9], that (A22) implies V G Kv (by picking <p to be
the square root of the integral kernel of e~tH° and using Proposition A.2.6
below). It is remarkable that a purely L2-condition on V like (A22) has L°°
consequences (like e~tH maps L2 to L00).
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EXAMPLE I (MEASURES IN THE COMPLETION OF KV). Let v — 3. Let a be the

measure %(x9 y)8(z) with % the characteristic function of {x2 + y2 < 1}. Let
h8 be the functions discussed immediately before Example A. Let o8 = h8* o.
as is a C00 function of compact support, so clearly a8 E Kv. We will prove that
a8 is Cauchy, converging in a real sense to a. Among other things this implies
that Kv is not complete. We begin, by noting that by a simple argument

\x-y\-ida(y)

/«(*)=ƒJ

\x-y\^a

takes its maximum at x — 0 and
/ a (0)

= 2TT f V

= 2TT«.

'o
But as in the argument before Example A, by Gauss's law, if 8 < 8\ then
K ~ <VH*3 <

SU

P fAx)

=

2?r5

'

proving the desired result.
Probably, one could develop a more systematic theory by allowing V to be a
measure obeying the proper condition, but we do not see the purpose of the
extra complication. In some sense, the point is that K]00 is the set of functions
which are distributional Laplacians of continuous functions. Of course, not
every such distribution is a function, in fact, not every such distribution is a
measure (e.g. if v — 1, the principal part is such a distribution).
Next, we turn to the critical connection of Kv with functional integrals. Ex
will denote expectation for the Brownian motion starting at x E Rv, i.e. b(t) is
an R" valued Gaussian process with
(A23) Ex(bj(t))

= xj,

Ex([bj(t)

-

Xj][bk(s)

- xk]) = Ôjkmm(s, t).

See [194] for discussion of the construction of this process. The real point of
the definition is that for 0 < sx < s2 < • • • < $ „ ,

(A24)

£,(ƒ,(*(*,))•••ƒ.(*(*»))) = {'""M/. •••e-'"H"f„]}(x)

where tt — st — st_x (sQ — 0) and the first fn is viewed as a function to which
e-tnn0 j s a ppii ec j a n ( j the remaining ƒ's are treated as multiplication operators.
In (A24), H0 — - j à and the reason for the \ in our definition is that (A24)
should hold with the conventional normalization (A23) of Ex.
Kv has a natural expression in terms of Ex:
PROPOSITION

(A25)

A.2.6 [9]. V E: Kv if and only if
lim supE x ( / V ( Z > ( J ) ) | ^ ) = 0.
f 10

x

WO

/

The proof [9] depends on the fact that

Ex(f)v(b(s))\ds)

=

fQl(x-y)\V(y)\dy
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with Qt(x) = fQ(2iTs)~p/2Gxp(-x2/2s). Moreover Qt(x) for fixed t looks like
c | x |"("~2) for j x | small and Qt(x) is very small outside the region | x | » yft so
IQt(x ~ y) I v(y) I <*"> behaves as t -* 0 like
Jx-^|^-2>|F(j;)|^.

ƒ

One nice feature of (A25) is that it makes the assertion in Example A
particularly transparent, since if F is a function on Rv depending only on an
R* in R", the /^-restriction of ^-dimensional Brownian motion is precisely
ju-dimensional Brownian motion.
Brownian motion is important in the study of the semigroup e~tH because of
the Feynman-Kac formula
(A26)

(e-'Hf)(x)

= £,(exp(-j[V(*(*)) * ) ƒ ( * ( ' ) ) ) •

The question of justifying this formula leads us to the final question of this
section, namely the definition of H and the proof of (A26). There are basically
three approaches:
(1) [The approach used by McKean [133].] Prove the integrability of the
quantity exp(-/0'F(Z>(,y)) ds)f(b(s)) for ƒ G C0°° and that the right side of (A26)
defines a bounded operator At on L2 (we essentially do this in §B1), and then
show that At is a strongly continuous semigroup by exploiting the Markov
property of Brownian motion (see [133] for details). Thus At — e~tH for some
selfadjoint H. That is one uses (A26) to define H.
(2) If V_ G K„ then by Proposition A.2.3, II | V_ \ (H0 + E)~l || u -> 0 as
E -* oo. Taking adjoints \\(H0 - E)~l \ V_ \ H ^ -> 0 as E -> oo. Thus, by the
Stein interpolation theorem
II | V_ I1/2 (i/ 0 + E)-x/11|

2
2a

= || | V_ I1/2 (i/ 0 + £)"11 V_ I1/21| 2f2 -* 0

as £ -^ oo, i.e. V_ is the ifo-form bounded with relative bound zero, so if
V+ G Kl°°, H0 + F defines a closed form on g ( # 0 ) n Q(V+ ). (A26) can then
be proven, initially for nice V and then by a limiting argument; see [194] for
details.
(3) Use the final steps of (2), but prove that V_ is 770-form bounded by
using the arguments in §B1. To be more explicit: if V is bounded and
continuous, one proves (A26) by various methods (see [194]); use the arguments of §B1 to get a bound on \\exp[-t(H0 + aF)]|| 2}2 depending only on
Il V_ Il K and so a lower bound on H0 + aV depending only on this norm. Then
by a limiting argument using the fact that the bounded continuous functions
are dense in Kvi one gets (A26) and simultaneously the form bound for all V_
inKv.
The point, of course, is that all the above lead to the same H since all obey
(A26). We summarize with
THEOREM A.2.7. Let V_ G Kv, V+ G K}°°. Then the quadratic form H0 + V
is closed on Q(V+) O g(-A) and defines a semibounded operator H. The
semigroup e~tH obeys (A26).
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In §B1 we sketch the proof of the following facts about form and operator
cores for H.
THEOREM A.2.8 ( = THEOREM B.1.5) (SIMON [187]). Under the hypothesis of
Theorem A.2.7, C™ is a form core for H, i.e. given <p E Q(H\ we can find
<pn E C0°° so that \\<p - <pn\\2 -> 0, <(<p - <p„), H(<p - <pH))-* 0.
THEOREM A.2.9 ( = THEOREM B.1.6) (KATO [112]). Under the hypotheses of
Theorem A.2.9, if V is also in L^., then Q° is an operator core for H9 i.e. given
<p E D(H% we can find <pn E C™ so that || <pn — <p || 2 -> 0 and \\ Hy — H(pn \\ 2 -»
0.
REMARKS. 1. The condition V_ E Kv is explicitly given in Kato's paper [112]
(V+ E K]00 is not given, only V+ E L2^ and indeed, it is not needed). Simon
[187] does not give the condition explicitly and indeed requires V_ = 0 but his
method works for V_ E Kv as he noted in [190], see §B.l.
2. See §B.13 for the analogous theorem with magnetic field.

A3. Literature on larger classes. As we have already indicated, the class of
potentials, even negative ones, for which H has a reasonable definition, is
larger than the class Kv; e.g. for V(x) — —c | JC |"2[—log | x \]~a for | x \ small, we
have (if v ** 3), that V is in Kv only if a > 1 but that V is form bounded with
relative bound zero if a > 0. Kv is exactly the border for bounded eigenfunctions; indeed V's with a = 1 can have eigenfunctions diverging as [log | x \~l]&
as | x | ~ 0. Of course for potentials not in Kv where eigenfunctions may not be
in L00, one can ask about L ^-properties. Because the class of potentials
involved is so " thin" and includes none of physical interest, I regard results of
this genre as having rather limited significance but in a comprehensive review,
we should give appropriate references.
For definition of H in wider classes, see e.g. [46,108,109,161].
For potentials where V is Ü -A-bounded with nonzero relative bound (there
are no such potentials among the spherically symmetric ones, but one can
construct pathological examples) and where eigenfunctions can be bounded,
see [123,150].
As for L ^-properties of eigenfunctions, there is a general result of Brezis-Kato
[31].
A.3.1 [31]. If V_ is (L2) — ^-bounded with relative bound zero,
then any eigenfunction is locally in
r\p<aoLp(Rv).
THEOREM

See [122] for discussion of eigenfunctions when V E LVJ2{RV).
B. L ^-PROPERTIES

BI. L^-smoothing of semigroups. In this section we prove the following basic
results:
B.l.l [34,123,194]. Let V__EKV,V+<E K]00. Then for every t > 0
and p < q, e~tH is bounded from Lp to Lq.
THEOREM

1. Since e~tH | ƒ | is pointwise monotone decreasing as V+ increases,
can be more singular without affecting the result.

REMARKS.

V+
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2. As far as local singularities are concerned this is an expression that e~tH is
"smoothing".
For V9s which are bounded below, Davies [45] proved L ^-smoothing of the
semigroup in 1973. The first general results on L ^-smoothing were obtained by
Herbst and Sloan [83] but with different hypothesis on V and often weaker
conclusions. They also noted the importance to the existence of integral kernels
and to the existence of BGK eigenfunction expansions. Their germinal paper
motivated later work. The method of Kovelenko and Semenov [34] exploits
semigroup analytical methods and will be briefly discussed later. Carmona
[123] and Simon [194] independently found the proof we give here. They relied
on a lemma which goes back at least to a paper of Khasmin'skii [115] and
which was later rediscovered by Portenko [156] and by Berthier and Gaveau
[27]. The last paper was the direct motivation of [123, 194].
B.1.2 (KHASMIN'SKII'S LEMMA [115]). Let f ^0 be a function on Rv

LEMMA

with
(Bl)

a = supEx[f^f(b(s))ds)<

I

for some t. Then
(B2)

8 u p £ , ( « p ( £ ƒ ( * ( * ) ) * ) ) < 0 ~ «)"'•

PROOF

(B3)

[115]. By expanding the exponential, it suffices to prove that

sup/J ƒ
x

\J0<sx<

dsx • • • dsj{b{sx))

• • -f(b(sH))\

••• <s„<t

< a\

)

Fixing sl9... ,sn_l9 it obviously suffices, by induction, to show that
(B4) Ex( jf' * „ ƒ ( * ( ' . ) ) • • •ƒ(*('„))) < oEx(f(b(Sl))

• • •ƒ(*(*„-.))).

By the Markov property, and the starting afresh of Brownian motion, we can
condition on the path up to time sn_x and find that the left side of (B4) equals
£,(/(*(*.)) •••/(*(^-.))^...1,(/0'~'"",/(*(«))'*'))Since ƒ is positive, using (Bl), we can bound the last function by a and so
obtain (B4). D
REMARKS. 1. There is an analytic version of this argument, due to Kato
[111], who introduced it in a different context.
2. (Bl) and Proposition A.2.6 show why Kv enters naturally.
The above proof does not require the equality of the functions ƒ in (B3) and
we note the following immediate extension which will be very useful later
(§B10).
LEMMA B. 1.3. Let

a, = sup£,(jf'|)J(*(')) I * ) ;

I'=1,...,H.
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Then
(B5) supfJ ƒ

\fi(b(sx)) • • • fn{b{sn))\dsx • • • ds\ < fi«,.

PROOF OF THEOREM B.l.l [123, 194]. As a preliminary, we note that by
duality and interpolation, it suffices to show that e~tH is bounded from L°° to
Z^andLUoL00.
Step 1 (L00 to L00). By the Feynman-Kac formula

lle-'^IL = s u p £ x ( e x p ( - / o V ( ^ ) ) ^ ) / ( M O ) )
<||/||00sup^(exp(/oy_(^))|^))<C||/||00
if t is sufficiently small by using Proposition A.2.6, the hypothesis V_ G Kv
and Lemma B.1.2. Thus for some T9
sup lk- |iy ll 00t00 <C.
0<t<T

Letting A = T"1 In C, we obtain by using the semigroup property
(B6)
\\e-'H\\„fO0<Ccxp(At).
By the same argument, we see that
(B7)
lk" l( ^ +2K) ll 00f00 <Ccxp(A).
Step 2 (L2 to L°°). By using the Schwarz inequality in the Feynman-Kac
formula, we obtain
| (*-"ƒ)(x)|<£ x (exp(-2/ o V(^))^)) 1 / 2 ^(|/(MO)| 2 ) 1 / 2
so using the Feynman-Kac formula again, we find that
(B8)
| (e-'Hf)(x)
\<[(e-«B'+2r>l)(xj\l/2[e-"'o\f\*Y/2.
But e~'H° is convolution by an explicit function (2wf )""/2exp(-| x \2/2t). Since
this function is in L00, we have that
lle-»*ogllao<(2trt)~'/2llgll,
soby(B7)
(B9)
Ile"'*/IL < C , / 2 exp(|i0(2^r / 4 ll/Il 2 •
1
Step 3 (L to L2). By selfadjointness of e~'H, we have that
Ik"'" II u = II *-"%,„.
Step 4 (L to L ). By the semigroup property,
1

00

II e-'HII ,,00 < II e-«/21|

2

1>21| e"»'

II 2>00

so by (B9)
(BIO)

lk-' w || I ) 0 0 <Cexp(iiO(^r / 2 -

Q
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Making explicit the result of exploiting interpolation, from (B6) and (BIO),
we find that for/? < q
\\e-tH\\p,q<C'r^xp(A't)

(Bll)
where

Y = M/>"1-*-1}-

(Bll')

Later (§B5), we will show that one can take A' to be any number larger than
-inf specL2(i/) where specL2 is the L2-spectrum of H. We will use this fact
when we exploit (Bl 1) in the next section.
The above clearly proves half of Theorem A.2.1. There is the other half:
PROPOSITION
PROOF.

B.1.4. If F < 0 andlim^oH*"'"!!*,,» = h then V G Kv.

By Jensen's inequality, since V < 0,

1 <gupexp{£,(jf'|F(*(*))|A)} <8up£,(exp(-jf'F(*(*)) * ) )
= 116-^111^ = 1 1 ^ ^ 1 1 ^
so, by the hypothesis
]im supEx( f)v(b(s))\ds)
= 0.
no x
wo
/
By Proposition A.2.6, V G Kv. D
Theorem B.l.l has at least two distinct analytic proofs:
(1) There is an analytic translation of the probabilistic proof (see e.g. [50]).
Khasmin'skii's lemma as already noted has a "Kato-smoothness" analytic
version. The key inequality (B8) can be proven without path integrals by a
"complex interpolation argument" (see e.g. [50]).
(2) There is a semigroup proof [34]. Fin Kv implies that Fis an L2-relatively
bounded perturbation of HQ with relative bound 0 (see Proposition A.2.3).
Since e~tH° is an analytic semigroup on Ü (using the explicit integral kernel
e~zH° is defined as a map from Ü to L1 so long as Rez > 0 and for each
0 < TT/2, s\xplal$2l<$\\e~zHo\\u < oo), the same is true of e'tH. It follows that
\\e'tH\\ux < Cexp(At) and' RànL\(e'tH) C DLi(H) = DLi(H0); the latter
equality is a consequence of the relative bound result and the inclusion is a
general property of analytic semigroups. By a Sobolev estimate, DL\(H0) C Lp
if p < v/(v - 2) (p < oo if v = 1,2). Thus, e~tH maps Ü to LPo for some
p0 > 1. Without loss, we suppose that p$x = 1 — \/n for an integer n. By
duality and interpolation e'tH maps Lp to Lq iip'x — q~x = n~x so e~ntH maps
L1 to L00. This completes our sketch of the proof of [34].
As a final result in this section, we sketch the proofs of Theorems A.2.8 and
A.2.9 following [187].
B.1.5. Let V_ G Kv, V+ G K]00 and let H be the semigroup defined
by the quadratic form H0+ Von Q(V) n Q(H0). Then Q° is a form core for H.
THEOREM
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REMARK. AS the proof will show, only V+ in L loc is needed.
H 2
SKETCH (FOLLOWING [187]). e~ [L ] is certainly a form core

for H, but by
Theorem B.l.l this is in L00, i.e. (since Q(H0) D Q(H)) we see that ty = L°° n
L 2 n ö ( ^ 0 ) fl Q(V+ ) is a form core for H. Thus, given <p in this set we need
only approximate <p by functions in C™ in form norm. Pick any y G Q° with
y(0) = 1 and let jn(x) =j(x/n)
and <pn=jnq>. By dominated convergence
%-^<p in L2 and K_J/2<pw-> F+/2<p in L2. Moreover, v<p„ =yw(V<p) +
<pn~\vj)(x/n) converges to v<p by dominated convergence again. Thus we
need only prove that the functions in ^ which have compact support can be
approximated by functions in C0°°. Given \p in this set, pick k G C°° with k>0
and Jk(x)dx = 1. Let k^n\x) = nk(xn) and *//<"> = k(n) * ;//. Clearly i//(n> G
CQ° and since \p G L00 (this is where Theorem B.l.l enters critically) and
V G Llloc, \p(n) -> \p in form norm. D
B.1.6 (THEOREM A.2.9). Let V_ G Kv, V+ G #„loc on</ F /« L 2 ^
an J /er H be as defined in the previous theorem. Then Q 0 is an operator core for
H.
THEOREM

the proof shows only V+ in L2loc is required.
proof is identical to that of the last theorem with one preliminary step. Namely, to prove that % -> <p in operator graph norm, one needs
REMARK. AS
PROOF. The

H(jn<p) =JnH<f> + V./„ • V<p -

i(vjn)<p

and this is proven by showing that both sides have the same inner product with
a function in Q° and the already proven density of CQ° in form norm. D
l
REMARKS. 1. We emphasize that the conditions Via L loc (resp. V in Z/JQÇ) are
0
necessary for Q to he in Q(H) (resp. D(H)). Thus, as far as V+ is concerned
the above results with K]00 dropped are "maximal".
2. As mentioned already, Kv is not the maximal condition for V_ as far as
form cores and operator cores are concerned. However, since the above proof
uses the L2 to L°° result, V_ G Kv is the maximal class for the above proof. To
the extent that Kato's inequality has a "semigroup nature" (see [184, 84, 185]),
one understands why Kato was led to introduce Kv.
B2. Sobolev estimates. Sobolev estimates for Schrödinger operators, by
which we mean L ^-bounds for the resolvent of i/, are an immediate consequence of (Bll).
B.2.I. LetH = H0+V
letp, q obey p < q and
THEOREM

(B12)

f1

with V+ G ^ l o c , V_ <EKv.Leta>0

- <T' <

and

(2a/,).

Let z be a complex number obeying Rez < inf spec(/f). Then (H — z)~a is
bounded from Lp to Lq.
1. If a is an integer, (H — z)~a means a power of the conventional
resolvent. For nonintegral a, one can define (H — z)~a either by (A9) or,
equivalently, by defining it on L2 D Lp for z real by the usual L2 functional
calculus and analytic continuation.
2. As emphasized already inf spec(/f) (more properly inf Re[spec(i/)] since
we do not know that spec(i/) is real for/? ¥= 2) is independent of/?; see §B5.
REMARKS.
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PROOF. For the II • \\pq of the integrand of (A9) to converge, one uses (Bl 1)
and finds that a > y is needed. This is precisely (B12). D
Open questions. Does the result remain true if p'x — q~l = (2a/p); 1 <p <
q < oo? Since it is true if V — 0, one would expect that the answer is yes. If it
is yes, under what circumstances can one take z to inf spec(i/) and remain
bounded from Lp to Lq (as one can when V = 0)? Since inf spec(i/) may be an
eigenvalue, one cannot always do that.
As for z not obeying Rez < inf spec(if), the resolvent equation (with
w = inf spec(iZ) — 1)

(H - z)-X = (H-

w)~X + (z - w)(H - w)-\H

- z)-x

immediately implies (a) and (b) below; (c) is a corollary of Theorem B.2.3
below.
THEOREM B.2.2. (a) Suppose that H9 p,q obey the hypotheses of Theorem
B.l.l with a = 1. Suppose that z & specLP(H). Then (H — z)"1 is bounded from
Lp to Lq.
(b) Suppose that H,p9q obey the hypotheses of Theorem B.l.l with a an
integer, m. Suppose z & UrspecLr(i7). Then (H — z)~m is bounded from Lp to
Lq.
(c) (b) is true only if z & specL2(i/ ), so long as p < 2 < q.

We do not know that spec L r(i/) is r independent.
Open question. What can one say about a nonintegral (where (H — z)~a will
have to be defined by some kind of analytic continuation)?
Thus far we have discussed ƒ(H) for f(x) equals e~tH and (x — z)~a. One
result for general ƒ is easy.
REMARK.

THEOREM B.2.3. Suppose 1 </? < 2 < # < oo obey (B\2)for some a. Let f be
a Borel function on L2-spec(if ) obeying

| ƒ(*) \< C(\ x | +1)"*;
p

x G spec(#).

q

Then f(H) is bounded from L to L .
Since ƒ(//) is only a priori defined on L2, one should really say
that for any ^ G Lp n L 2 , the L2-function f{H)\p lies in Lq and II f{H)^ || q <
c|| i//1|p whence f(H) can be defined from Lp to L4'.
a
PROOF. Let g(x) = (x - w) f(x) with w = inf spec(#) - 1. Pick a', a!' so
1
a = «' + «" and /T - £ < 2a'/*> and \ - q~l < 2a!'/v. Write f(H) =
(H - w)-""g(H)(H - wYa' and use the facts that g(H) is bounded on L2 and
(H - wya' (resp. (H - w)-a") is bounded from Lp to L2 (resp. L2 to L^). D
The requirement p < 2 < q is disappointing, but at least the case p = 1,
q = oo needed to get bounded integral kernels is included.
Open question. What can one say if p < q < 2 or 2 <p < ql
REMARK.

B3. Continuity and derivative estimates. Thus far we have discussed the
L^-properties of Ran(e~tH). In this section, we want to show that Ran(e'tH)
lies in the continuous functions and in those functions whose distributional
derivative is locally in L2. These results are new.
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B.3.1. Let V_ G Kv\ V+ G K^.
continuous function.
THEOREM

Let ƒ e L00. Then e~tHf is a

PROOF. In §B10, we will prove that for any F with these properties, one can
find Vn G C™ so that for any compact set K,

nm\\%K[e-'H-e-^}\\^

=0

n—> oo

where Hn = H0 + Vn and %K is the characteristic function of K. Thus e~tHnf
converges to e~tHf uniformly on compacts, so we can suppose V G Q° without
loss of generality.
The result in this case can be proven in many ways. Here is one: Since e~tH
maps L00 to L00, we can suppose without loss that / is so small that

supEx(f)v(b(s))\ds)j=a<l.
By the argument in §B.l, it suffices to prove that

•(ƒ
J

V(b(sl))---V(b(sn))f(b{t))jdsl---ds„

\ 0<

is continuous in x. Let xn -> x and let
G(y, b) = V(y + b(st)) •••V(y

+ b(sn)),

F(y, b) =f(y

+ b(t)).

We want to prove that E0(G(x„, b)F(x„, b)) -* E0(G(x, b)F(x, b)). Since F
and G are uniformly bounded, it suffices that
(B13)

E0(\G{xn,b)-G(x,b)\)^0,

(B14)

Eo(\F(xn,b)-F(x,b)\)^0.

(B13) follows from dominated convergence. (B14) says that

j(2„ty/2cxp(-y2/2t)

\f(x+y)

-f(xH+y)

\ dy

goes to zero if ƒ G L°°. This is easy to prove, for example, by writing ƒ as the
sum of a continuous function, a function in L1 with very small Z^-norm and a
function in L°° supported very far from -x. D
By the semigroup property and Theorem B. 1.1, we have
B.3.2. If V+ G K^, V_ G Kv and f G Lp for any p G [1, oo],
then e~ f is a continuous function.
COROLLARY
tH

Since Jt~g(s)e"H ds = e~tHS^g(s + t)e~sH ds and \\ ^g{s)e~sH ds\\ ->Oas
t ; 0 if /0°° | g(s) | \\e~sH\\ ds < oo, we immediately have
B.3.3. Let V+ G ^ l o c , V_ G Kv and let p > v/2a. Then for any z
with Rez < infspec(if), we have that (H — z)~a maps Lp to the bounded
continuous functions.
THEOREM

Next, we want to turn to properties of V<p. It is useful to begin with an
example.
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EXAMPLE (V = 2). Let f(x) be a function on [0, oo] which is positive and C°°
on (0, oo), equal to r~x/2e~r for r > 1 and which equals 1 — ry for r < \. Let
00
I^(JC) = /(| x |) and F(x) = \ 4- i A?///i//, so K is C away from 0, has compact
2
Y
Y 2
support and V(x) = i - iy (l ~ /- )"V " for | JC | = r small. Thus F E Kv
for any y > 0. But, when y < l , v ^ e L ; only if p < 2/(1 - y). As y ^0, the
critical p goes to 2 so we can only hope for L2loc results for Vt/> when v — 2.
Since K2 C Kv if ? > 2, the same is true for any v > 2. For ? = 1, easy
methods show that e" /H /is C1 in the classical sense.
That V<p E L 2 ^ if <p = e~tHfis certainly to be expected. After all if ƒ G L 2 ,
then <p G Q(H) C ô ( # o ) = {<p G L 2 | V<p G L 2 }.
PROPOSITION B.3.2. Le/ F G Kl°°. Let f G L?^ so that -A ƒ and Vf can be
defined as distributions. Suppose - {A ƒ + Vf is in L^.. Then v / G L 2 ^.

Since V G Llloc, A/ G L!loc. It is an easy result (see Lemma C.2.1),
that ƒ G L?^, A ƒ G L 1 ^ imphes v / G L2loc. D
In §B.6, we will discuss the semigroup e tH on the weighted L2-spaces
L\ — {/|(1 + x2)s/2f G L2} for any ô, positive or negative. We will prove
then that
PROOF.

B.3.3. If ƒ G L§, //ie« g = e - / / / / w in Lf^ and the distributional sum
- ^Ag + Vg lies in £ £ . .
LEMMA

B.3.4. Let V+ G ^ l o c , F_ G #„. Le/ ƒ G Lp for some p G [1, oo].
Then for any t > 0, e~tHf has a distributional gradient in L2XoQ.
THEOREM

REMARKS. 1. The same proof actually shows that ƒ need only lie in Lg for
some 8.
2. In §B.6, we will show that if ƒ G L00, then (H - z)~xf = g has a distributional gradient in L2loc.
tH
tH/2
PROOF. Since e~ f- (e)(e-tH/2f\
we may suppose/? = oo. But L00
C Lg for any 5 < v/2. Now use the last lemma and proposition. D
Open problem. One would guess that if a > \ + v(2p)~l then, for any
ƒ G L7', ( i / — z)" a /has a distributional gradient in L 2 ^. Prove it!
The example above also shows that eigenfunctions need not be Holder
continuous of any prescribed order. Thus, to obtain results on Holder continuity of Ran(e~iH) we need stronger hypotheses on K, a theme going back to a
basic paper of Kato [110]; see also Simon [180].
DEFINITION. Let 0 < a < 2. We define K$a) as follows:
(1) When v = 1 and a < 1, #< tt) = Kv.
(2) When a < 1 and v > 2 or a > 1, V G A;(a) if and only if

sup f
x

| x - y |-("- 2+ «) | V(y)

J

K{va) if and only if

(3) When a=\,v>2iVE
lim sup f
rlO

\dy<oo.

\x-y\^\

x

J\x-y\^r

\x-y

\-(v~X) | V(y) \dy = Q.
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REMARKS.

1. Thus for a ¥= 1, v ** 2, Kj;a) is identical to the Schechter space

2. By arguments similar to those in Chapter A, K$a) C K^a) if v < /x;
L£ C #< a) so long as p > i>/(2 ~ «)• Coulomb potentials lie in K^a) if a < 1
but not in K^\ Since eigenfunctions are not in C l in that case (see [110, 89] for
detailed analysis) this is not coincidental.
DEFINITION. Let 0 < a < 2. ƒ G Ca(£2), Ü is an open set of R" if and only if
(1) if a < 1, for every compact K in Q, there is a C with \f(x) — f(y)\< C
| x - y \a for all x, ƒ G AT;
(2)ifa= l,/isC!on£2;
(3) if 1 < a < 2, ƒ is C1 and V/is in Q ^ .
In the remainder of this section, we will prove
B.3.5. Let V_ G Kv, V+ G K]00. Suppose that the restriction ofVto
some bounded open set 0 lies in Kj;a\ Let f G U LP{RV). Then, for each t > 0,
e-'Hf lies in CJQ).
THEOREM

LEMMA B.3.6. Let v> 3. Let % be the characteristic function of a bounded
open set and suppose %V G Kj;a\ Then ( A)_19GF is a bounded map from L°° to
Ca(Rv).
PROOF.

First we consider a < 1. By interpolating between
| a<v-2)

_

b-{v-2)

| ^ a-{v-2)

+

b-(v-2)

and
| a-(v-2) _ b-iv-2)^

C\a-b\

[a-(*-V + é-C-D]

for a, b > 0 and using
for x9 y9 z G R" we see that for 0 < a < 1

<C\x-z\*[\x-y

|-^- 2 + «) + | y - z |-<"-2+«>].

This inequality immediately yields the required result.
The a = 1 case follows by computing the integral kernel of v ( A)"196F and
following the argument which proves Proposition A.2.4(c) [9]. Given the
formula for v(A) _1 9CF, the fact that this map is into C a _, when a > 1 is
identical to the above proof. D
tH/1
PROOF OF THEOREM B.3.5. Since e~
maps Lp to L00, we can suppose
00
a)
a)
ƒ G L without loss. Since K$ C K^ if /A > *>, we can suppose *> > 3. Let
g = e~tHf and let h be the distributional sum -Ag + 2Vg which lies in U^. by
Lemma B.3.3. Let % be the characteristic function of Œ, and let

g={-^rx%{h-2vg).
By Lemma B.3.6, g Ues in Ca. Moreover, on 0, A(g — g) = 0 so g — g is
harmonic on 12 and thus C°° there (see e.g. [161, §IX.6]). D
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B4. Localization. It is no accident that we could not prove that (H — z)~a is
bounded from L1 to L°° when a < v/2\ even when V — 0, it is not—for if it
were (H0 — z)~" would have a bounded integral kernel. But the integral kernel
G^a)(x, y\ z) diverges as c \ x — y |~x near x—y where
(B15)

X = v - 2a.

But, at least if V — 0, the divergence is only on diagonal and so f(H0 — z)~ag
is bounded from L2 to U° if ƒ and g have disjoint supports. In this section, we
will prove this for F ^ O with estimates so good later they will control the
divergence on the diagonal by the right power.
The estimate which will yield all others is
LEMMA

B.4.I. Let ƒ, g be bounded functions. Then for any p < q

(BIO)

nyfe-'^ii^.^ -« iiyfe-^^o+a^^ii^,,^-,^^!,!/^^

PROOF.

(B17)

By the Schwarz inequality in function space (similar to (B8))

| (e~tHh){x)

|<[(<r'<"<>+2K> | h |)(*)] 1/2 [(*-<"° | h \){x)]X/1.

Multiplying by ƒ(*), setting h = g\p and maximizing over ^, we obtain (B16).
D
B.4.2. Fix V with V+ e #„loc, V_ G Kv. Let 9C, and %2 be the
characteristic function of two disjoint sets a distance d > 0 apart. Then for all
0<t< 1
PROPOSITION

\\%ie-tH%2\\Uoo ^

crv/2e-d2/4t

where C depends only on V.
PROOF. Use (B16) with p = 1, q = oo. The first factor is bounded by
(Cr'/2)i/2 by using (Bl 1). The second is bounded by

[(2vty/2exp(-d2/2t)Y/2
by the explicit kernel for e~tH°. D
REMARK. By using the Riesz-Thorin theorem and the boundedness of
\\e~tH\\PfP uniformly in small time, we find that for/? < q
\\%xe~tH%2\\p^

c{rv/2e-d2/At)K

with K = p~l - q~\
B.4.3. Fix V with V+ E #„loc, V_ G Kv and 0 < a < v/2. Let
%x, %2 be the characteristic function of two sets a distance d>0 apart. Let
Re z < inf spec(i/ ). Then %X(H - z)-"%2 is bounded from Ü to L00 with
THEOREM
<

(B18)

\\%X(H - zYa%2\\hoo < C[min(</, l)]" x

where C only depends on V, z, a and X is given by (B15).
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zt || a-M
[ooaf~
a— x\e
azt
PROOF. f?t
II e~tH

|| loo is bounded by §B1. We bound
M

Çt«-xezt\\%xe-tH%2\\x„dt
'0

by (using Proposition B.4.2)
Drt-x/2-le-dl/2'dt

= Cd-x

by scaling and the fact that

ƒ

°s-^/2-\e-\/2sds<o0

ifX>0.

D

B5. Growth of ZAsemigroup norms as t -> oo. In this section, we briefly
summarize results on the large / behavior of \\e~tH\\PtP obtained in [68, 189,
191]. The first result implies the/? independence of
infspec(i/) ( = - l i m r ' l n l k - ^ I L . ) .
THEOREM

B.5.1 [189]. I m ^ œ ^ l n l l e " ' * ! ! ^ is p independent. In fact, for

any p
\\e-tH\\2i<\\e-tH\\p,p*i\\e-'H\\x<<„

(B19)
and

We-H\\X,K^C{\

(B20)

+

tY/2\\e-'H\\2>1

where C depends on V.
SKETCH. (B19) is immediate from duality and interpolation and (B19)-(B20)
imply the first assertion. Thus we only need (B20). To prove this, let fx R be the
characteristic function of the ball of radius R about x and let gx R = 1 — fxR.
Then

| (e-'»l)(x)
H

Let <x2 = -ln\\e~ \\2f2
for t > 1
I (e-'%R)(x)

| < | (e-%R)(x)
so

> by

| < \\e~'%R\\„

tne

| +\(e-'»gXtR)(x)

\.

tH

spectral theorem, \\e~ \\2a = e'"2. Clearly

< I k ^ l l ^ - ^ - ^ l l fXwR\\2 = Cxe-'*>R"2.

By the estimate in Lemma B.4.3, for t > 1,
(B21)

| (e-'»gX9R)(x)

|< Ue-^+^Utf

| (e-<»°gx,R)(x) \V>

< CeAte-DRl/'
for suitable A, D (using Theorem B.l.l and the explicit kernel for e~tH°).
Choosing R = Kt with K large, we have (B20). D
REMARKS. 1. In [189], (B21) is proven using more involved path integral
properties.
2. In [189], it is proven that for any p < q, lim^^^lnlle - ' 7 *!!^ ^ is
independent of p9 q and in [191], that one gets the same limit by taking any
nonnegative/^ 0 and looking at Mmt^O0t~x\n\\e~tHf\\CXi or even l i m ^ ^ ^ l n
|(e-//f/)(x)|atanyx.
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The ^-independence of inf a(H) raises an
Open question. Prove that the L^-spectrum of Hisp independent.
By interpolation and duality one has that for Kp<r9
specLi(H) C
specLp(H) C specLr(H).
One question of detailed interest is whether e'^'We''*1]]^^ is bounded as
/ -> oo. By (B20) the growth cannot be worse than tp/2. The main result known
is for a very restricted class.
B.5.2 [189, 191]. Let P>3. Fix V < 0 with V E Lp n Lq for some
p < v/2 < q. Let a2(\) denote a2for H0 + XV. Then
(i)lfa2(\)>0,then
THEOREM

lime-^lk-^IL^

r-»oo

exists and is a nonzero finite number.
(ii) Ifa2(X) = 0 for some X > 1, f/ien
M» H'-'"IL,..
f->oo

ex/jfó and is a nonzero finite number.
(iii) Ifa2(\) = 0, 6M/ a2(X) > Ofor every X > 1, tfie/z
f-*oo

exists and is a nonzero, finite number, where
g(t)=t^

= t/ln t
= /

( , = 3)
(v = 4)
( , = 5).

There are a host of open questions.
Open questions. 1. Is the growth of e'^We'^W^^

ever worse than linear in

tl
2. If so, is it as bad as tv/2l
3. If not, is there a dimension independent bound on the growth?
4. Find some examples which are not covered by Theorem B.5.2 where the
explicit large t behavior is computable.
One theme of [189] is to connect divergence of Ik'^ll^ ^ to the subject of
§C8.
THEOREM B.5.3. Let V EL KV, V<0. Then supjle"'"!!^f00 < oo if and only if
there exists t\ E L°° with (i) e~tHy\ = TJ; (ii) infx r)(x) > 0.
REMARKS. 1. Because F < 0, if v = 1,2, <x2 is never 0 so this result is of
minimal interest there. Similarly, if V falls off any slower than | x |~2, a2 is not
zero. Thus, the result is mainly of interest when V E Lp n Lq as it is stated in
[189]. If V < 0 is dropped, it can happen that a2 = 0.
2. Let ii + = sup,iKx); r,_ = inf, T,(X). Then [189] sapt\\e'tHW*>,*> =
V+/ri- .
Open question. What is the general relation between supt e"a2t \\e~tH \\ ^ <
oo and existence of solutions of Ht\ = -a2i] in L00?
For v = 1, this problem is partially addressed in [191].
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B6. Weighted L2-spaces. Here we will study L^-properties of we~tHw~x for
suitable weight functions. We concentrate on the polynomial weight case,
w = (1 + x2)8/2 with 8 real (positive or negative). Almost identical results
(except for Theorem B.6.4) hold for the exponential weight case w = ea^ (a
real), with very similar proofs.
These results have two consequences. First, when w is chosen to go to
infinity at infinity (e.g. 8 > 0), then we can define e~tHf for ƒ growing at
infinity, e.g. if w~xf E L°°. When w is chosen to decay at infinity (e.g. 8 < 0),
we obtain information telHng us that if ƒ vanishes at infinity at some rate, then
so does e~tHf.
Rather than explicitly say that we~tHw~x is bounded from Lp to Lq, it is
more usual to introduce the spaces w~xLp and w~xLq and say that e~tH is
bounded from w~xLp to w~xLq. With this in mind, we define
2 8 2
p
2 82
DEFINITION. Lg = {ƒ | (1 + x ) / f e L ) with || ƒ | | ^ = ||(1 + x ) ' /
II,.
M i l , 5;<7Ô, is the norm of a map A from L§ to L%.
LEMMA B.6.I. For anyp < q9 e~tH° is bounded from Lg to L% and

lle-'^l,, 8 ;,,«<<W 1 + ' | 8 | / 2 ] r Y
with y given by (BIT).
Let Ks(x, y\ t) be the integral kernel of (1 +
(1 + x )-*/ 2 ,
PROOF.

x2)s/2e~tH°

2

K8(x, y; 0 = 0 + x2)'/2(2irt)"/2e-<x-y?/2'(l

+

y2)'*/2.

If 8 > 0, write
(1 + x2)8/2

< C[(l + y2)"2

+ \y - x \8]

and find
(B21)

| K8(x9 y;t)\<

CK0(x, y;t) + C\y-x

\^K0(x9 y; t).

An identical estimate holds if 8 < 0 (note the 18 |). Since each term on the right
of (B21) is a convolution kernel, one can estimate norms by Young's inequality. D
LEMMA

B.6.2. (a) LetfELiforq>p>2.

Then

tH

\\e~ f II,,, < ||^-'C^o^^^!„ i/ 2 1,^-^o,|^1, 2 Ô ; ^ / 2 , 2 Ô II ƒ M^,ô.

(b)Foranyp9q

H*"'"H,.a;«.a < lk-^ 0 + 2 F ) ll^ 2 ll^ / H °II^V,^.
PROOF, (a) Follows from (B8).
(b) Follows from the extension of (B17) where the first h on the right is
replaced by (1 + x2)8'2 \ h | and the second by (1 + x2)^2 \h\.
D
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B.6.3. Fix 1 <p < q < oo and 8 real. Then e~tH is bounded from

THEOREM

L$ to LI and
\\e-tH\\p,0;qy8^Ct-VeA<
with y given by (BIT). In particular, if 8 is fixed and ifw is sufficiently negative
(H - w)'a maps Lg to L% if p~x - q~x < 2a/v.
FIRST PROOF. By Lemmas B.6.1 and B.6.2(a), we obtain the result for
q ** p > 2. By duality (since we have the result for 8 and -8), we get the result
forp < q<2. Use the semigroup property if p < 2 < q. D
SECOND PROOF. Use Lemma B.6.1, Lemma 6.2(b) and Theorem B. 1.1. D
The following is proven in [190]; an alternate proof appears at the end of the
section.

B.6.4 [190]. Let Hd denote the generator of the semigroup e~tH on
L\. Then the spectrum of H8 is independent of 8.
THEOREM

REMARK. Even if V = 0, this result does not extend to the exponentially
weighted spaces.
The following will be needed in §B12; since L00 CL2_8 for some 8 > 0 it also
shows that if ƒ E L00, then (H — z)~lf has a distributional gradient in L2loc.
THEOREM

B.6.5. Let V+ e K}00, V_ E Kv. Then
p(\+x2)8/2(H-z)-l(\+x2yS/2

and
(1 + x2)8/2p(H

+ x2Y8/2

- Zy\\

are bounded on L2 for any real 8 where p = i V. Moreover, for any 8,
Urn

sup

\\p(\ + x2)8/2(H-z)-\\

+ x2Y8/2\\22 = 0.

Since [/?,(1 + x2)8/2] is a multiplication operator bounded by
(1 4- x ) , the boundedness of the second operator follows from that of the
first and Theorem B.6.3. By commuting (1 + x2)ô/2 and (H — z)"1 we see that
PROOF.

2 8/2

p(\ + x2)8/2(H

+ x2)~8/2

= A+B

+ C

B = ~ip(H - z)-lp • { V(l + x2)8/2}(H

- Zyl(\

+

- z)-\l

where
A =p(H-

z)~l

C = \p(H -

Z)" 1 [A(1

+ x2)8/2](H

- z)-\\

+

x2y8/1,

x2y8/2.

Since v ( l + x2)8'2 and A(l + x2)8'2 are bounded by c(l + x2)8'2 and
(H - z)~l and p(H - z)~xp are bounded (since Q(H) = Q(HQ))9 A, B, C are
bounded by Theorem B.6.3. The proof of that theorem shows that
lim

sup

\\(H - zyl\\2>8.2f8

= 0.
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Also p(H — z)~\ p(H — z)~xp are bounded uniformly in a suitable left half
plane. This implies the last assertion. D
We needed the following result in §B3.
B.6.6 ( = LEMMA B.3.3). If ƒ G Lj, then g = e~tHf is in Lf^ and the
distributional sum - £ Ag + Vg lies in Lf^.
LEMMA

PROOF. First, we will find a function h G Lf^ which is formally Hg and then
we will show that h is the required distributional sum. Since e~tH is bounded
and holomorphic in z on L2 for Re z > 0, and on all Lj for z > 0, the Stein
interpolation theorem (see e.g. [161, §X.8]) implies that e~tH is bounded and
holomorphic in z on each Lj. Thus, He~tH/2f G L$ so we can define /* =
e-tH/2He-tH^f'm Lf C L ^ . Now, pick Vn G C0°° so that e~tH* -> e"'" strongly
tH 2
tH 2
on each L$(p <oo) and F„ -> Fin ^ l o c (see §B10). Let hn =
e- ^ Hne- ^
and gn = e '""/. Since g„ -» g in L£> (see §B10) for any <p G C0°°, ((-A +
^„)<P> 8n) -* ((-A + K)v, g). But since F„ G C0°°, it is easy to see that ((-A +
^i)^» Sn) = (9> A„). Since hn-+ h (use Vitali's theorem to deduce convergence
of Hne~tHn from that of e~tH«\ we have the required ((-A + F)<p, g) = (9, /i).
D
As the next idea, we want to note that e~tHf can be defined for ƒ growing
rather quickly at infinity.
PROPOSITION

B.6.7. Let e~tH(x, y) be the integral kernel of e~tH. Then for any

e>0
I e~tH(x9 y) | < C e r " / V e x p [ - {x - yf/2{\
PROOF.

+ e)t\.

By Holder's inequahty in the Feynman-Kac formula
\(e-'«f)(x)\<[(e-^o+pn\f\)(x)]^[e->»o\f\(x)]^,

so letting ƒ approach a ô function (and exploiting continuity of the integral
kernels; see the next section):
*-'"(*, y) <[e'^+^(x9

(B22)

y)]l/p[e'tH^x9 y)]X/q.

The proposition now follows from control of the L1 -* L°° norm of e~^H°+pV^
(Theorem B.l.l) and the explicit form of e~tH°(x, y). D
The following are immediate from this proposition:
B.6.8. e~tHf can be defined {by an absolutely convergent integral
or by requiring (<p, e~tHf ) = (e~tH<p, f)for all <p G C™)for all t so long as
COROLLARY

\f(x)\<Caeax2
COROLLARY

for all a > 0.

B.6.9. Iff G Ü has compact support, then
I (e-tHf)(x)

\< CeJr'/2exp(-x2/

(2 + e)t)

for all t > 0.
Here is a sketch of an alternate proof of Theorem B.6.4.
LEMMA

compact.

B.6.10. Let V_ G Kv, V+ G K]00. Let f G C0°°. Then pf(H - i)~l is
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Sincep(H + E)~l/2 is bounded, it suffices to show that

(H +

Ey/2f(H-iYl

is compact. This follows by interpolation from the fact that f(H — i)~l is
compact (since f(p2 + 1)" 1/2 is compact and p(H — i)~x is bounded) and that
Hf(H - i)'x = fH(H - i)~l + 2[p, f]p(H - i)~l + [p, [p, f]](H - i)~l is
bounded. D
2 l/2
SKETCH OF A PROOF OF THEOREM B.6.4. Let p = (1 + x ) .
Let g = p~lVp
and
H(a) =

±(p-iag)2+V.

By the above lemma and a hmiting argument [H(a) — H(0)](H + i)~l is
compact. Thus a€SS(H(a)) = oess(H). For a purely imaginary H(a) — paHp~a
and so by the Combes-Thomas argument [43], odisc(H(a)) — odisc(H). Note
that H{a) is unitarily equivalent to H on L2a. D
B7. Integral kernels: General potentials. Our goal in this section is to prove
the following theorems, each of which is partly new.
THEOREM B.7.I. Let V+ G K}™, V_ G Kv. Then the following operators are
integral operators with jointly continuous, uniformly bounded integral kernels'.
(a)*"'";
(b) (H - zya where a > v/2\ Re z < inf spec(if);
(c) (H — z)~a where a > v/2, a an integer, z & specLi(H);
(d) ƒ(//); fa Borel function on specLi(H), obeying
|/(JC)|<C(1

+ \x\)~a\

a>v/2;xGspQCL2(H).

Moreover,
(a') For alle>0
| e"H(x, y) |< C.(/) exp(- (x - yf/2(l

+ e)t);

a

(b', c') | (H - z)" (x, y)\< Ca8 exp(-0 \x~y\)for
some S > 0 and if Re z
< 2 = inf spec(#), for all ô obeying \82 < 2 - Re z.
(a") | *"'"(*, y)\> C e (Oexp(-(x - ^) 2 /2(l - e)t) if V+ G # , ;
(a'") £ r//(;c, 7) is jointly continuous in x, y, t in the region t > 0.
B.7.2. Suppose V+ G #„loc; F_ G #„. Let 0 < a < *>/2 am/ «Yfer
Rez < 2 = inf spec(Zf) or z & specLi(H), a integral. Then (H — z)~a is an
integral operator with integral kernel, G^a\x, y, z), obeying
(1) G is continuous away from x — y and bounded uniformly in each region
{(x,y)\\x-y\>d}.
(2) I G<'\x, y\ z) \< CI x - y |"A; X given by (B15).
(3) For I x — y \ sufficiently small and \x\< R
THEOREM

I G (a) (x, y;z)\>CR\x-y

|"x;

X given by (B15).

IfVGK„, CR can be chosen independent ofR.
(4)For\x-y\>
1
\G^(x,
for some 6>0andifRez<

y; z)\^ CSta>zexp(-8\x
2

- y\)

2, for all S with $8 < 2 - Re z.
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1. There are previous results (e.g. [83, 194]) implying that e~tH has
a bounded integral kernel in great generality.
2. Among functions ƒ for Theorem B.7.1, of especial interest is the fact that
the spectral projections of H are integral operators.
3. Looking at the case V = 0 shows that the integral kernel off(H) will not
have rapid decay as | x — y | -> oo if ƒ is not smooth. If ƒ is in C0°°, one can show
that | f(H)(x9 y)\<C(\y\+1)/(|
x | +1) as follows: one need only show ƒ is
bounded from Lls=zX to Lf=x. By writing f(H) = (H + i)-"g(H)(H + i)~n as
usual, we only need boundedness from L\ to L2X. Thus L2-boundedness of
(| x | + l) _1 [x, ƒ(#)] will suffice. But (following [151]) we have that
REMARKS.

[x9f(H)]=(2*yl/2jf(\)[xie*«]
and
ei\Hxe-i\H

=

x

+

fXdfieivHpe-i,j.H

SO

11(1 JC I H-ir^Jc, é?'Xi5r](J5r + i)"1!! < C(l + IX I)
from which
(| x I +l)" 1 [x, f(H)](H
+iYl
is bounded on L2. Borrowing extra factors from ƒ (see [1511), one can complete
the proof.
Open question. For ƒ E Q 0 , show that
\f(H)(x,y)\<C„(\x-y\+\)-n.
To begin the proof of these theorems, we note that we already know the
following
B.7.3. e~tH is an integral operator with integral kernel in L°° and
Theorem B.7.1(a') holds.
LEMMA

PROOF. The first assertion follows from Theorem B.l.l and Corollary A. 1.2.
The second is Proposition B.6.6. D
We will prove continuity of this integral kernel first for V in C0°° and then
for general V by an approximation argument.
LEMMA

B.7.4. Let V E Q 0 . Then e~tH(x, y) is jointly continuous in x, y, t.

PROOF. Because of the bound (a') and the semigroup property, it suffices to
prove the result for small /. We can choose / so small that the series expansion
in t converges uniformly in x, y and t small by exploiting (B3). It thus suffices
to prove joint continuity of Tn(x, y\ t) where

Tn(x0, xn\ t) = f

dvxx • - • dvxn_xdsx • • • dsn_x II

.n(2^r/2exp(-(xy.-xy_1)2/2^).

V(Xj)
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The change of variables
(B23a)

zj = [Xj - yj(wt)]/^9

(B23b)

wt = st/t\

yj(wt) = (wx + • • • +wj)(xn - x0) + x0

(so z0 = zn — 0) yields
Tn(x0, x„; t) = rr"2eKp(-(x*

~

x0f/2t)

dvzx • • • dvzn_xdwx • • • dwn

•L

+ w =1

. n v(zjfi+yj(w)) n {i^y^^-izj-zj^f/iwj).
j=\

j=\

If V is replaced by 1, the integral converges (to {2tn)~v/2/n\) so the joint
continuity is an immediate consequence of the continuity of V and the
dominated convergence theorem. D
REMARK. The change of variables (B23) which works so well is motivated by
the fact [194] that if b(s) is Brownian motion on (0, t) conditioned to start at x
and end at y, then t~l/2(b(s/t) — t~xsy — (1 — st~x)x) is a process independent of x, y, t. Zelditch [207] uses a similar change of variables.
B.7.5. e~tH(x9 y) is jointly continuous in x, y, t for general V with
V+ E K**9 V_ G Kv.
LEMMA

PROOF. In §B10, we will prove that for any such V, we can find Vn in C0°° so
that for any compact K9

]im\\%K[e-'H-e->»*]%K\\u<x=0
uniformly as / runs through compacts of (0, oo). It follows, by Theorem A. 1.1,
that e~tHn(x, y) is uniformly convergent as n -» oo on compacts of (x, y, t) G
R2" X (0, oo). Since uniform limits of continuous functions are continuous, we
are done. D
REMARK. There is another way of proving joint continuity in (x, y). Let s =
\t and note
H

e-'

(x9 y) = fe-sH(x9

z)e-sH(y9

w)e'sH{z9

w)

since e~sH(y,w) = e~sH(w9 y). Let H be the operator on L2(R2") given by
- \kx - {ùiy + V(x) + V(y). Then the above says that
e-'»(x9y)

=

(e-*f)(x9y)

sH

where/(x, y) = e' (x9 y). Since ƒ G L°°9 and V+(x) + V+(y) G K^9 etc.
(since Kv C K2v), Theorem B.3.1 implies continuity of e~tH(x9 y) on R2v.
B.7.6. If Rez < 2 and a > 0, then (H — z)~a has an operator with
integral kernel which is continuous away from x = y9 and
(a) for a > v/2 continuous f or all x9 y9
(b) for a < v/29 uniformly bounded on any set with \ x — y \ > d and the bound
Theorem B.7.2(2) holds.
LEMMA
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Since (H — z)~a: Lp -» L°° for suitable p < oo, it is an integral
operator. By using the formula (A9) and the continuity of the integral kernel of
e~tH(x, y), it suffices to get absolute convergence of the integrand. For
a > v/2 this follows from (Bll) and for a < v/2, we need only use Proposition B.4.2 to get the continuity away from x = y and (B18) to get the required
bound. D
PROOF.

LEMMA B.7.7. For z real and sufficiently negative, the lower bound Theorem
B.7.2(3) holds.
PROOF. Consider first the case V E Kv. By the Schwarz inequality in
function space:

e-'H°(x, y) <[e-«H°+v\x,

y)]l/2[e^Ho-v\x,

y)]x/1

so using the Schwarz inequality in (A9) we find

(H0-zr(x,y)<[(H-zr(X,y)]l/2[(H0-V-zr(x,y)]l/2

(B24)

for z sufficiently negative. Since -V E Kv, we have an upper bound on
(H0 — V — z)~a(x, y) of the form C\x — y\~x and by the explicit form of
(H0 — z)'a a lower bound on it by C | x — y \~x from which the desired lower
bound follows.
If V+ is only in K]00 and we want to get the bound for | x \, \y \< R, we
replace H0 by H0 the operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the cube
of side 4R centered at 0 and V by W = V% with % the characteristic function
of this cube. Then, as one proves (B24), one finds
(H0 - zYa(x9 yf < (H0 + W-z)-\x,
+w

Since e-^ \x9

y){É0 - W-z)'a(x9

y).

t( H v

y) < e~ < ^ \x9 y) (see [194]) it follows that

(H0-z)-a(x9y)2<(H0+V-zr(x9y)(H0-W-zr(x,y)
which yields the required lower bound since (H0 — z)'a can be seen to have a
kernel diverging in the required way for | x \ , | y \ < R. D
As preparation for the proof of Theorem B.7.1(d), we need
B.7.8. Let C be a bounded operator on L2 for which there exists a
function C(x9 y) so that
(i)for each fixed y9 C(x9 y) E L2 and y i-> C(x9 y) is continuous in L2-norm9
(n)forf E L°° with compact support,
LEMMA

(Cf)(x) =

fc(x,y)f(y)dy.

Let A be an operator for which A* has a "kernel" with similar properties. Let B
be any bounded operator. Then there is a jointly continuous function D(x9 y) so
that for ƒ', g E L°° with compact support, we have

(f, ABCg) = jD(x, y)Jix)g(y) d'xd'y.
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Let Cy be the function C(•, y). (ii) says that Cg = jg(y)Cy dvy as an
L -integral. Thus
PROOF.

2

( ƒ, ABCg) = jg(y)J{x){A*x,

BCy).

By (i), x, y K» (A*9 BCy) = D(x, y) is jointly continuous.

D

LEMMA B.7.9. Case (d) of Theorem B.7.1 is an integral operator with jointly
continuous integral kernel.

PROOF. By Theorem B.2.3 and Corollary A. 1.2, f(H) has an L00 integral
kernel. Writing f(H) = (H - zya'2g(H)(H
- z)" a / 2 with -z large and g(x)
a
— (x — z) f(x\ we can apply the last lemma if we note the bound we already
have on the integral kernel of (H — z)~a/2.
D
LEMMA B.7.10. Let a be a positive integer, a < v/2. Let z £ specL2(if ). Then
(H — z)~" is an integral operator obeying (1), (2), (3) of Theorem B.7.2.
PROOF. Pick w real and so negative that Lemmas B.7.6 and B.7.7 are
applicable to (H — w)~a. Pick k so large that a + k > v/2. Then we can
expand

(H-zr=kï\-iyla+j.~l){z-wy(H-wr-J+f(H)
j=0

V

J

i

a_

where |ƒ(*) | < C(l + | x | ) - * on spec L2 (/f). Since f(H) (by Lemma B.7.9)
has a bounded integral kernel and we know all about the integral kernel of
(H — w)~a~j we can read off the required properties of (H — z)~a. D
LEMMA B.7.11. For any a > 0, and | x — y | > 1,

\G^(x> r, z)\< Côf<Xf2exp(-8\x

-y\)

2

where a is arbitrary if Rez < 2 and j8 < 2 and a is integral and S some
sufficiently small number if z £ specLi(H) with Rez > 2.
REMARK. One can replace jS2 < 2 by \82 < 2 ( 1 ) = infessspec(i/); s e e
§C3.
PROOF. We combine the machinery used thus far with an idea of Combes
and Thomas [43]. Fix a E Rp and let Ha be the operator which is formally
ea

xHe-a-x9

i

e

i(iV-w)2+K=JÏ,.
Then Re(<p, Ha<p) = H- \a2. Since Q(H) = g(-A), the a • V term is //-form
bounded in the sense of Kato [114] with relative bound zero, so Ha is analytic
and the spectrum of Ha is continuous in a. It follows that, when Re z < 2, z is
not in specRe(// ô ) if \ \ a | 2 < 2 — Re z and if z is only not in spec(i/), then
z S spec(// û ) for | a | < S for small S > 0. Using the explicit integral kernel of
exp(-t(Ha — V)\ one can show that (Ha — z)~a has a bounded integral kernel
by just mimicking our approach for (H — z)~a so long a s z g spec(i/ a ) [50].
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But
(Ha - z)-°(x, y) = exp(a • (* - y)){H - *)"*(*, y)
so we conclude that for all x, y
\(H - zYa(x, y)\<
2

Cexp(-a\x

-y\)

2

for all a with | a | < 2(2 - Re z) or | a | < 8. Since this holds for all directions, we obtain the required bound. D
B8. Integral kernels: Some special operators for some special potentials. In
this section, we want to consider integral kernels for (H — z)~l as z approaches
the continuous spectrum for H and for e~itH. In neither case can one hope for
results for all V with V+ E K}°°9 V__ E Kv since existence of the first in a
suitable sense implies the absence of singular continuous spectrum which can
be false [149] and even for H — -A + x2 we have e~itH = I for t suitable and I
is certainly not an integral operator. We will therefore place restrictions on V
which are undoubtedly too strong.
THEOREM B.8.I. Let (Ö, b) be an interval in R, let V+ E K}°°, V__ E Kv.
Suppose that f or some 8 > 0, as operators from Lj to L2.di (H — z)~x has a norm
continuous extension from S — {z = /A + iX | 0 < X < 1; /A E (a, b)} to S —
{z — /x + iX I 0 < X < 1; ju E (a, b)}. Then the integral kernel G(x, y\ z) of
(H — z)"1 also has a jointly continuous extension from (Rv X RV\A)X S to
(Rv XRv\k)XS,
where A = {(JC, y)\x=
y}.
PROOF. We will show that for an integral operator A(z) which has a
continuous integral kernel on (Rp X Rv \ A) X S, (H — z)~l —A has a norm
continuous extension from S to S as operators from L\ to L™8. It follows that
(1 + I x \2ys(G(x, y\ z) - A(x, y\ z))(l + \y\2)'8 has such an extension in
ICO^RV x .R^-norm. Since G is known to be continuous in x9 y when Im z > 0
(Theorem B.7.1), the theorem then follows.
We write (H - z)~x = A(z) + £(z)where

A(z) = (H-

w)'1 + (w-

z)(H - w)~2 + • • • + (w - z)k~\H

- w)~k

where k > 2 is chosen so that k > v/2, w is very negative and
B(z) = {w-

zf{H

- w)-k/2(H - z)-\H

-

w)-k/\

By the results in Theorem B.7.2, A(x, y\ z) has the required joint continuity on
(Rv X Rv \0) X 5. By Theorem B.6.3, (H - wyk/1 maps L\ to Lj and L2_8 to
L°?s so B(z) has a norm continuous extension from L\ to L™d as required. D
REMARK. The proof shows that we have upper and lower bounds on
I G(x, y\ z) I by C± \ x - y |"("~2) for | x - y \ small, uniformly for 2 E S.
There are three situations where we know that the hypothesis about L | to
L2_8 extensions holds (all with arbitrary 8 > {).
(1) When F i s a "short range two-body potential", e.g. V(l + | x |2)V2-+-e G
p
L + L°° for some e > 0 and some/? > v/2, then the required estimates follow
from the Agmon [1] and Kuroda [126] theory (see [162, §XIII.8] for an
exposition) if (a, b) avoids 0 and any eigenvalues (which are discrete away
from zero).
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(2) The same estimates are known in various long range two body cases, e.g.,
if V = VL + Vs with Vs obeying the hypothesis above and
\OkVL(x)\<Ck(l

+

\x\)'k-';

see [3,102,103,104,117,168].
(3) For suitable N-body systems, such estimates are proven by Perry, Sigal
and Simon [151].
For e~itH the results are much weaker. Consideration of V — 0 shows we
cannot hope that they are integral operators in the sense of there being a kernel
K(x, y) with ƒ | K(x9 y) \ \f(y) | dy converging a.e. x for every ƒ E L2. We say
that A is a weak-integral operator with kernel K(x, y) if and only if A' E Llloc
(R2p) and for all L°°-functions of compact support/, g we have
( ƒ, Ag) = ff(x)K(x,
THEOREM

dvxdvy.

y)g(y)

B.8.2. Suppose that Vis a C°°-function obeying
\(D°V)(x)\<Ca(l

+

\x\)k(a)

for all a where either k(a) = k0 — \a\ with k0 < 2 or k(a) = 0. Then e~ltH has
a weak integral kernel P(x9 y; t)for allt^O and it is jointly C°° on Rv X Rv X
(*\{0}).
This was proven by Fujiwara [61, 62] in a series of papers; see also Fujiwara
[63], Kitada [118], Kitada and Kumanoago [119] and see Zelditch [207] for an
alternative and simpler proof.
Zeldtich [207] also has results for k0 = 2 when | f | is sufficiently small and
studies the case k0 = 2 in detail for larger t where, as the case V — x1 shows, it
can happen that P stops existing for some larger t.
All previous results on e~itH require V to be smooth. The following new
results illustrate that this is not necessary.
B.8.3. Letv— I. Let VEL1. Then e~itH is a weak integral operator
for t ¥> 0 with integral kernel P(x, y\ t) which is jointly continuous in (JC, y, t) on
R
XRX(R\{0}).
THEOREM

We begin the proof with
LEMMA

(B25)

B.8.4. Fix 0 < a < 1. Then
ƒ

dsx---dsn

•\s0-l- • • • +sn = t

D"

_ / w ( l — a)—a

(«O'

PROOF. We evaluate exactly the LHS of (B25), call it Bna(t\ using the same
method that relates the beta function to the gamma function (n — 2). By
scaling i ? ^ ) = ^ a ( l ) f ( 1 - « > - * . Thus

rBH9a(t)e"di
•'o

= ^ , a ( l ) r ( ( n + 1)(1 - a)),
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But
[,;V^J=r(l-ar+1.

rBnJt)e-'dt=f

fl

o

j=o

J

(B25) now follows from the asymptotics of T(x) as x -> oo. D
PROOF OF THEOREM B.8.3. Let Qn(x, y; t9 V) be defined for n - 1,2,... by

n dsjdx\ n p0(^-i. vy)"n K*,)

Qn(x09xn',t9V)=[

with P 0 (x, y ; 5) = (2TTW)" 1 / 2 exp(-(x - y)2/2is).

By (B25) we obtain

|eil(jc,-v;/>K)|<Z)"(ii!)-1/2||K|ir1/(,,"?)/2;

(B26)
(B27)

\QH(x9y;t9V)-QH(x9y;t,W)\
<«Z)w(«!)-1/Vw-2>/2[||F||1 + | | ^ | | 1 ] w - 2 [ | | K -

W\\x].

Moreover, the change of variables (B23) shows that when F G Ç , Qn is
jointly continuous in x9 y, t. By (B27), this joint continuity remains true for all
V EL Lx and so by (B26), 2™=lQn(x9 y\ t9 V) is jointly continuous. It is easy to
see that this sum is a weak integral kernel for e~itH.
D
The most important defect in the above theorem is the restriction to v — 1.
For v > 2, the integrals defining Qn are no longer absolutely convergent at
Sj = 0, but that should not change the situation except to require a stronger
condition on V (V G l) does not imply V E Kv if v > 2) and a new proof.
Moreover, the restriction at 00 required by V E L 1 is the wrong one.
Open question. Prove for a class of iV-body Schrödinger operators including
atomic Hamiltonians that e~itH is a weak integral operator with jointly
continuous integral kernel.
The solution of this would be a special case of the following.
Conjecture. Let V_ E Kv9 V+ E K]00 with (1 + x2yxV+ in the closure of
Q ° in À^-norm. Then for all t > 0, e~itH is a weak integral operator with
jointly continuous integral kernel.
B.9. Trace ideal properties. Here we discuss when operators of the form
f(H)g(x)
lie in trace ideals §p. Such results are often of technical use. For
definition and properties of $ including discussion of the case H = -A, see
[195]. Previous results for f(H) = e~tH appear in [194]. Here we extend these
results to f(H) = (H — z)~a for suitable a. We recall the definition of the
Birman-Solomjak spaces.
2
DEFINITION. F(L ) = {G \ 2Jez,[fàj
\ G(x) | 2 dvx}^2
= || ƒ ||J ;2 < 00}
where Ay is the unit cube centered at j .
We will prove
THEOREM

on spcc(H)
(B28)

B.9.I. Let V_ E K„, V+ E Kl°°. Let f be a bounded Borel function
obeying
\f(x)\<C(l

for some a > v/4. Let g G L2(RV).
operators).

+

\x\r

Thenf(H)g(x)

is in $2 {the Hilbert-Schmidt
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B.9.2. Let V_ELKV,V+E:
K]00. Let f be a bounded Borel function
on spec(#) obeying (B28) for some a > v/2. Let g G ll(L2(R")). Then f(H)g(x)
is in ix {the trace class).
THEOREM

REMARKS 1. One might hope that (B28) could be replaced by some kind of
falloff of a local L2-norm of ƒ but the existence of point spectrum (even dense
point spectrum) shows that ƒ bounded is absolutely essential.
2. The above theorems and interpolation immediately imply

B.9.3. Let V_ G Kvi V+ G K]00. Let f be a bounded Borel function
on spec(H) obeying (B28) for some a. Ifp > 2 and a > v/2p, then f(H)g(x) is
in ip whenever g G LP(RV). If \<p < 2, and <x> v/2p, the f(h)g(x) is in $p
whenever g G lp(L2).
THEOREM

Theorem B.9.1 follows immediately from Theorem B.2.1 and
B.9.4. Let A be a bounded operator on L2(RP) so that A* maps
L to U°. Then Ag(x) is in i2 for any g G L2.
PROPOSITION

2

PROOF. By Corollary A. 1.2, A* is an integral operator with kernel A*(x, y)
obeying sup x / |v4*(;c, y)\2dy < GO. Thus gA* is an integral operator with
kernel in L2 so gA* is in 52. Thus (gA*)* — A g is in 52. D
The proof of Theorem B.9.2 begins with a similar result.

B.9.5. Let A, B be bounded operators on L2(RV) so that B is
bounded from L to L°° and A is bounded from L2_8 to L°?d for some ô > v/2.
Then for any g G L\, gAB is trace class with
PROPOSITION

2

H^^lli<C||g|| w IUII 2 f ., ; o 0 f . a ||B|| 2 f 0 0 .
Write gAB = CD with C = g(l + x2)^2[(\ + x2y^2A(\ + x2)8/2]
and D - (1 + x2y8/2B. By the last proposition, C and D are Hilbert-Schmidt.
D
PROOF OF THEOREM B.9.2. Fix 8 > 0. By Theorems B.2.1, B.6.3 and the last
proposition \\g(H — ^)"ttll1 < Cllgll^ with a constant C depending only on
the Kv norm of V_ . Since this is translation invariant, we see that
PROOF.

\\g{H-z)-a\\x^C\\(\

+

\x-j\2)8/:Lg\\2.

Thus, for any g G/'(L 2 )
\\g{H - zyW.^Wg'OLjiH

-

z)-a\\x

j

< c 2 iig(i +1* -j\2)s/2%\\2
J

< c'2 \\g%j\\2
J

where %j is the characteristic function of Ay. D
In [44], Cwickel proved that if 2 < p < a and ƒ, g He in the weak L^-space
LP(RV\ then f(i V)g(x) Hes in the weak trace ideal [195], <f*. This leads to
Open problem. Fix V+ G K]00, V_ G Kv and 2 <p < oo. Is it true that for
every g in L? and a = v/2p, the operator (H — z)~ag(x) Hes in 5^?
This question is primarily of academic interest, in that it does not have the
immediate interest of Cwickel's results.
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There is a final result on trace class properties due (in a slightly weaker
form) to Davies [47] for which we give a new proof.
B.9.6 (DAVIES [47]). Let V ^ 0, V E K]00. Let % be the characteristic function of a bounded set, K. Then %Vl/2(H + l)~ a is in the Hilbert-Schmidt
class so long as a > \ + \v with Hilbert-Schmidt norm bounded by a constant C
depending only on K and not on V.
THEOREM

REMARK. The interest depends on the independence of V so that one can
take Umits to non-KvV, even non-L1 — V. Since f(x)(H0 + l)" a is in i2 if and
only iff E L2 [195], the fact that non-L1 F are allowed is especially interesting.
Of course the oo in ƒ | Vl/2(x) \2 is somehow cancelled by a smallness in
(H0 + V + l)"a; indeed the extra 1 in the condition 2a > v/2 + 1 (rather that
a > v/A) is due to the need for cancellation.
PROOF. We prove that the diagonal of the formal integral kernel of
(H + \ya%V(H + l)~ a is integrable using the formal path integral formulae
[194]. It is easy to justify everything. We first use (A9) to write
(B29)

T r ( ( i / + \ya%V(H+

rdtdsta-xsa-xe-t-sTi(e-tH%Ve-sH)

1)~") = c
'0

< c rdww2a-2e~w

fWdtTr(e-tH%Ve-^-^H).

Let Ex x.w denote expectation with respect to Brownian motion starting at x
and conditioned to end at x at time w. Then
(B29) < c (d'x rdww2a-2e~w

Cdt{2irw)~v/1

^.,;w(e-^^»A9C(6(0)^*(0))-

(B30)

Let %xw(b) the characteristic function of all paths with b(s) E K for some
s < w and g(y) — ye~y. Then
(B30) < c'jd'x
v

< c "'jd x

X pdww2a-2-v/2e-wEXiX.w(%(b))g(
X

fv(b(s))

ds}

j™dww2a-2-v/2e-wEXfX;w(%(b))

; c'"fdpx X f°°dww2a-2~v/2e-wQxp(-dw-ldist(x,

K)2) < C.

The c" estimate follows from sup^oSC.y) = e~l a n c * t n e c'" ^y a n elementary
estimation of paths (c'" is AT-dependent). Since 2a — 2 — i ^ > - l , the last
estimate follows from the finiteness of the integral. D
BIO. Continuity in V. Continuity of the map Vv+ e~t{H°+V) as a map from
V's to the bounded operator from Lp to Lq is a natural question. Moreover, in
§§B3 and B7 we have seen that for proving continuity of e~tHf or of integral
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kernels it is useful to have such results. In this section we prove
THEOREM B.10.1. Let V9Vm Kv and let \\V0. Then for any
VJ\K
fixed /, /?, q with t > 0, p < q we have that II e-tHm - e~tH}\ p>q 0 as m -» oo.

B.10.2. Let V_ , F_ G #„; V+ ,V+ G Kl°°. Suppose that
(i)Iim /4 oSu PmiJC ^(/ 0 T_ flil (6(j))&) = 0.
(ii) For ö>zy compact K, \\ %K(Vm - V)\\ Ky 0 where %K is the characteristic
function ofK. Then
(a) for any t > 0, any compact K and any p, \\ %K(e~tH — e~tH' 'p,p
0 and
\\(e->H-e-'H»)%K\\p,p^0.
(b) For any t > 0, any compact K and allp < q
THEOREM

\\%K(e~tH-e-tH-)%K\\p,q-0.
REMARK. Given any F with V+ G K?*9 V_ G Kv it is easy to find Vm G C0°°
obeying hypotheses (i), (ii) of Theorem B.10.2, e.g. multiply F by the characteristic function of a large set and then convolute with a spherically symmetric
approximate delta function.
PROOF OF THEOREM B. 10.1. We first claim that it is no loss to suppose that
p = q for we can then handle the general/? < q by using Theorem B.l.l and
(B31)
*-2tH .

\e-tH(e-tH

o-ltHm

- e-tH"

>-tH\\

,+ ll(* -tH

.

o~tH„

)e-tH~\\

,+

By duahty and interpolation, it suffices to treat the case/? — q— oo. By using
(B31) again it suffices to also prove the result only for / < T for some small T.
We can pick T so small that the expansion whose terms are (B3) converges for
each Vm uniformly in m. It then suffices to show that for each n
sup JEAf

nu^,))-nn^,))
i

This follows by writing
n
l

dsx • • • dsn

0.

i

n

-n*i
i

<2

1

7+1

fe-*,l]

and using Lemma B. 1.3. D
PROOF OF THEOREM B.10.2. Since it is somewhat lengthy, we break it into
steps. As a notational preliminary, we denote by Kr the set {x | dist(x, K) < r).
We also note a fact from the theory of Brownian motion [194]: For each fixed
x and/
(B32)

lim jP 0 (|fc(s)|<r,allO<.y<f) = 1.

This follows from the continuity a.e. of Brownian paths; in fact very good
estimates on the probability are available; see [194].
Step 1. supm\\e-'iHo+aV»>)\\Pfq< oo ; /?, q9 a > 0, / > 0 fixed. This follows
from hypothesis (i) and the proof of Theorem B.l.l.
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Step l.p = q = oo; %K(e~tH - e'tHm). We must show that
sup sup

\exV[-jj{b{s))ds)

||/|| 0 0 <1 xGK

-cxp(-^Vm(b(s))ds)}f(b(t))

Uo.

Let Gm be the integrand inside Ex9 and let 3Cr(^) be the characteristic function
of the set of paths with b(s) G Kr for 0 < s < /. Then, (B32) implies that
(B33)

lim sup£ x (l - %r) = 0.

By the Schwarz inequality

Ex(Gm(l - %)) < II ƒ IL£,(1 - % r ) 1/2 [lk-'< ff » + ^l|L + || e -«"° +2 ^l|| J
go to zero uniformly in x G K and || ƒ II ^ < 1 as r -* oo by Step 1 and (B33).
Now let VX\ F<r> be Vm9 K multiplied by %K and let G*r> be the same as Gm
with Vm, Vreplaced by *#>, V(r\ As above
Urn s u p £ , ( G < r > ( l - * r ) ) = 0
uniformly in II ƒ II,*,. Noting that (G^r) - Gm)%r = 0, we see that it suffices
that s u p i ^ i i ^ s u p ^ ^ i s ^ G ^ ) -> 0 for each fixed r. But, by hypothesis (ii),
this follows from Theorem B.10.1.
Step 3. l i m ^ s u p J I O - % * , ) * " ' " " % * II «,,00 = 0. By Step 2 and Lemma
B.4.1, it suffices to prove it for Hm replaced by HQ9 which follows from the
explicit integral kernel.
tH _
e-tH
e-tH
m)%K
Step 4.p = q= oo ; (e~
— e~tHm
)%
K. By Step 3, given e, we find r so that
suV\\{\-%K)[e-^-e-^]%K\oooQ<e.
m

By Step 2, U m ^ J I % * > - ' " - *-'"«]%*II «.oo - 0 .
Step 5. General/? = q. Follows from Steps 2 and 4 by duality and interpolation.
Step 6. General p9 q. Follows from the obvious generalization of (B31). D
Bll. Hypercontractive semigroups and all that. In this section, we will
summarize some of the literature associated with the terms "hypercontractive"
and "supercontractive". Given a normalized function £2 in L2(RP9 dvx) with
Q > 0, let dp be the probability measure
(B34)

dfi(x) = ü{xfdx.

There is a natural unitary map UQ: L2(R"9 dvx) -> L2(R\ dfi(x)) by (UQ ƒ )(JC)
= ti(x)~lf(x). Any Schrödinger operator, H9 carries over to an operator Hü on
L2(R"9 d[i) by Hü = UÜHU^\ Notice that
(B35)

e-tH* = ü-le-'HQ.

What will concern us is whether e~tHa is bounded from LP(R"9 djx) to
Lq(Rv9 dp). This is seen to be equivalent to asking if
Q-\+2q-*e-tHQ\-2p-*
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is bounded from LP(RV9 dvx) to Lq(Rp, dvx). Thus, except for the case/? = q
this question is related to but quite distinct from the question of bounded e~tH
from a weighted Lp to a weighted Lq. Indeed, since we will generally be
interested in the case p < q (since q <p will be so easy for the "natural"
choice of Œ), and Q2q' ~2p~ will then grow at infinity, there is no real hope
that e~tHQ will go from Lp to Lq unless F grows at infinity so that there is some
falloff of e~tH as x and y go to infinity (even with | x — y | -> 0). Since we
already know about local smoothing of e~tH it is clear that the question being
asked here is exactly about behavior at infinity. After we make the choice of £2,
we will examine this notion further.
There is one especially natural choice of Q. Suppose that H has an L2-eigenfunction 2 > 0 so that HQ = EQ (of necessity, since Ü > 0, E = inf specLi(H);
see [162, §XIII.12]). If we take this choice of Q, then e-t(Ha~E)l = 1 and we
have
B.ll.l [196]. If e~tA is a semigroup on L2(Q,dv) with v a
probability measure and if (i) e~tAf>0 then f > 0, (ii) e~tA\ = 1, then e~tA is a
contraction from any Lp to any Lq with q <p.
PROPOSITION

Since Lq D Lp for q </?, the only interesting case is q = p. For a
proof see [196] or [161, §X.8].
Henceforth, we always pick this Q and change F by a constant so that
HQ = 0. With this choice, one formally has that
REMARK.

(B36)

f7ffi(HQg)(x)Q2*c=f~vf(x)

• Vg(x)Q2dx

something that can be proven for a core of H in many concrete situations (see
e.g., [78,163,10]). Because of (B36), the operators Hü are often called Dirichlet
forms.
If Ö = e~\ then V = j((vh)2 — A/i). If h goes to infinity in a regular way,
Ah is smaller than (V/*)2 so one sees that if V~xa, then h~xï+a/2.
In
particular, Q2q~ ~2p" e~tV will be unbounded at infinity if a < 2, bounded at
infinity for all / > 0, /?, q if a > 2 and bounded at infinity for p, q depending
on t if a = 2. This suggests qualitatively the precise behavior in the two
theorems below (Theorems B.11.3 and B.11.4) although the quantitative prediction one would make when a = 2 about/?, q is wrong.
tA
2
DEFINITION. A semigroup e~ on L (fl, dp) with Î2 a probability measure
space is called hypercontractive if and only if it is a contraction on each
Lp(ü, dv) and for some f, e~tH is bounded from L2 to L4. Carmona [34] has
made this intuition precise.
General principles imply that there is then T(p, q) with e~tH bounded from
p
L to Lq if t > T(p9 q). Because of Theorem B.11.3 below (see the comments
following it), hypercontractive semigroups played an important role in the
mathematical development of quantum field theory in the period 1965-1971,
especially in the germinal papers of Nelson [141], Glimm [73] and Glimm and
Jaffe [74, 75]. As a result, an abstract theory was developed originally by Segal
[175] with further developments in [55, 56, 85,176,178,196]. A typical result is
the following abstracted from Glimm [73].
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B.11.2. If e~tH is bounded from L2 to L4, and if HI = 0,
m > 0, then e'tH is a contraction from L2 to L 4 for t sufficiently

PROPOSITION
±

Hi {l} >
large.

A central example in the development is
THEOREM B.11.3 ("NELSON'S BEST HYPERCONTRACTIVE ESTIMATES"). Let
V(x) = \x2 - \v. Then e~tHa is bounded from Lp to Lq if and only if

e-2<<(p-\)/(q-\)

(B37)
and in that case it is a contraction.
REMARK.

By a scaling argument, one obtains the same result if

K*) = T 2 («?*!-«,)
^

i=l

so long as minw, = 1. In quantum field theory, one deals essentially with the
v = oo limit of such operators in describing free Melds and the estimates carry
through and are useful in treating perturbations of the free field.
Hypercontractivity of the above semigroup was first proven by Nelson [141]
for any finite v. Glimm [73] proved Proposition B.11.2 in the concrete setting
precisely to show that e~tH is a contraction which allows a ^-independent
bound critical for the field theory. The "best estimates" were then proven by
Nelson [142]. They have evoked a considerable literature, much of it in terms
of some inequalities (called "logarithmic Sobolev inequalities") which Gross
[78] showed were equivalent to Theorem B.l 1.3:
/|^|2ln|^|^<(^,//^>+||^||^ln||^||2
and for which Gross provided an intriguing proof. Besides the proofs of Gross
[78] and Nelson [142] of Theorem B.11.3, we mention that of Brascamp and
Lieb [29] and for the case p = 2, q = 4 of Simon [183]. See Rothhàus
[164-167] and Weissler [205] for additional literature.
tA
DEFINITION. A semigroup e~
on L2 of a probability measure space is
called supercontractive if and only if e~tA maps Lp to Lq for any 1 < p < q < oo
and all t > 0.
THEOREM B.l 1.4 (ROSEN [163] FOR a > 2; CARMONA [34] FOR a < 2). Let V

obey
(B38)

Cx(\ + | x \2)a/2

- C2 < V(x) < C3(l + | x

\2)a/1

for some a > 0, Cx > 0. Let ti > 0 with Hti = 0. Then e~tHa is supercontractive
if a > 2 and not bounded from any Lp to any Lq with p < q for any t > 0 if
a<2.
See Rosen [163] for the case a > 2, v = 1 and Simon [182] for how to extend
to higher v. Prior to Rosen's work, Eckmann [52] proved the v = 1, a > 2
groups were hypercontractive. Both Eckmann and Rosen use ideas of Gross
[78]. Carmona [34] proved the a < 2 implicitly given lower bounds on the
decay of Q [182, 35, 37]. See Hooton [96, 97] and Carmona [34] for additional
discussion and results on e~tH°.
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Open question. If (B38) holds with a < 2, is it true that e~tHQ is not bounded
from Lp to Lq for any t > 0 and p < ql
B12. Some remarks on the case when H is unbounded below. The methods of
Faris and Lavine [58] or Kato [112] imply
THEOREM

B.12.1. Let H = - ±A + V + W where V+ G ^ l o c , F_ e Kv, V G
| ^ ( x ) | < C ( l + ;c 2 f /2

(B39)

/or some fi < 2. 77ien i / w essentially self adjoint on C™(RV).
For such if's, it can happen that inf spec(/7) = -oo so e" /7/ is not bounded
on L2. Thus such operators cannot be directly studied by the methods in this
paper. However, one can learn about H by using properties of H = ^A + V.
We want to illustrate this by proving the following result which is important
because it implies that such H 's have continuum eigenfunction expansions
with polynomially bounded eigenfunctions; see §C5. While the restriction from
li < 2 to fi < 1 is unfortunate, the important case of atoms in constant electric
field [17, 80, 82] is included; this result is new. Some of the techniques come
from [17, 186].
THEOREM B.12.2. Let H have the form of Theorem B.12.1 with ju, < 1. Fix an
integer k. Then (1 + x2)~k(H — i)~k is in the trace ideal §pfor any p > v/k. In
particular, the operator is trace class for k = v + 1.
LEMMA

B.12.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem B.12.1,
{\ + x2)-^2p{H

- z)~x and p{\ + x2)'^2^

- z)"1

are bounded with norms going to zero as K -» -oo if z = K + /. The same is true
of(l+x2r"/2(H-z)'1.
PROOF. Let H — H0 + V and

(1 4- x2Y*/2p{H

use

~ z)~X = (1 + x^-^piH

- z)"1

- (1 + x2Y/2p{H

- ZylW(H

and Theorem B.6.5. The last statement has a similar proof.
2

a/2

B.12.4. For some z, (1 + x )~ (H
bounded for all a with \ a |< v + 1.
PROPOSITION

Let p be multiplication by (1 + x2)l/2
p" . For a purely imaginary
PROOF.

- z)"1

D

- z)" ! (l + x2)^1

is

and let <p = p _1 vp so | <p | <

1

paHp-a = H-

« V + «<PV + <x(V)<p = H + F(a).

Notice F is defined for all complex a. By the lemma, since ft < 1,
lim | | F ( a ) ( H - z Y l || = 0.
z-*oo

By standard perturbation theory [114], it follows that (H + F(a) — z) is
invertible for all | a | < *> + 1 if z = JC + / with x near -oo. But for a purely
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imaginary (H + F(a) - z)" 1 = pa(H - zylp~a. It follows (see e.g. [43]) that
pa(H - zyxp'a is bounded for all | a \< v + 1.
PROPOSITION

B. 12.5. For suitable z and all a with \ a \ < v + 1,
p(\ + x2y(a+,l/2)(H

- z)"\l

x2)a/2

+

is bounded.
PROOF. Follow the proof of Lemma B.12.3, using Proposition B.12.4 to
control the new terms (1 + x2ya/2(H
- z) _1 (l + x2)a/2
which replace
(H-zyK
D
PROPOSITION

B.12.6. For suitable z and all\a\<v+

1

(1 + x2y(a+,t+l)/2(H - Zyl(l + x2)a/2
lies in the trace ideal §q for all q > v.
PROOF.

By the last two propositions

(i + \P\)(i + x2y(aW(H

- zy\\

+ x2)a/2

is bounded. Since (1 + x2yl/2(\
+ \p |) _1 is in all $q, q > v (see e.g., §4 of
[195]), we are done. D
PROOF OF THEOREM B.l 1.2. Write
{\+x2yk{H-z)-k
2

_1

=
2

AkAk_x.--A,

l

with Aj — (1 + x y\H
— z) (l + x y~
and use the proposition together
with Holder's inequality for trace ideals [195]. D
B13. The magnetic case. We want to explain here why all L^-estimates we
have discussed for resolvents and semigroups hold if H is replaced by
H(a) = H0(a) + V;

H0(a) = ±(-iv

- a)2.

The following is basic to the study of such operators.
B.13.1 (SIMON [187]). Let a e L2Xoc and let H0(a) denote the
self adjoint operator whose form domain is {ƒ G L2 \ (i V +a)f £ L2(RP; R")}
with ( ƒ, H0(a)f) = ||(/V +fl)/ II2. Then for any g, we have pointwise that
PROPOSITION

(B40)

\e-tH°(a)g\<e-tH°\g\

.

REMARKS. 1. since af E Vloc it defines a distribution and the symbol iv +af
G L2 means the distributional sum lies in L2.
2. (B40) for smooth a's first appeared in a paper by Simon [184], who used a
stochastic integral proof of Nelson. One subsequent proof [84,185] related it to
a basic distributional inequality of Kato [112]. Kato [113] first worried about
removing the restrictions on a and raised the general L2Xoc question which was
answered in Simon [187].
3. The proof in [187] for smooth a (to avoid technical difficulties) is
illuminating. For each j , one can find Xj so that ay = 9y • Xy (no summation of
indices!). Then

(idj + aj) = exj(idj)e~XJ
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SO

exp(-t(idj + üj)2) =

exiexp(tdj2)e-xJ.

(B40) now follows from the fact that exp(*9?) \f\> 0 and the Trotter product
formulae:
cxp(-tH0(a))

= s-lim(exp[-r(/91 + arf/n]

• • • exp[-t(id, +

av)2/n])n\

n-* oo

exp(-/# 0 ) - s-lim(exp( + td2/n) • • • exp(td?/n))".
n-»oo

One consequence of (B40) is that for any function/,
|| | / | ' / 2 (Ho(a)

+ c )"'1/|i/2|| < y |/|i/2 ( # o +

c ) -i

| ƒ1172 11

since the integral of one operator is dominated by the other. Thus, if V_ G Kv9
V_ is H0(a) form bounded with relative bound zero and so H0(a) + F can be
defined as a form with form domain Q(H0(a)) n Q(V+). By mimicking the
proof we gave of Theorem B.1.5, one proves [187]
B.13.2. Let a E L2ÏOC, V+ G K]00, V_ G Kv. Then C0°° is a form
core for H0(a) + V andpointwise
THEOREM

(B41)

\exp[-t(H0(a)

+ V)]g\<

exp[-t(H0 + V)] \g\ .

(B41) immediately implies that
COROLLARY

B.13.3. For any V,p, q, t, a andz with Rez < inf spec(/f)
We-tH^\\p^\\e-tH\\p^
\\{H{a) - zYa\\Piq < \\{H -

Rezm^.

In particular, e'tH{a) maps Lp to Lq for allt>Oandq>p
maps Lp to Lq so long as (B12) holds.

and (H(a) - z)~a

Open question. Does e~tH(a) map L00 to continuous function? To function
with L2loç. gradients? Are the integral kernels continuous?
The proof of Theorem B.1.6 does not carry over but the analogous result has
been proven by Leinfelder and Simader [129] using an ingenious argument (see
Schechter [171, 172] and Simon [179, 187] for earlier results).
B.13.4 (LEINFELDER AND SIMADER [129]). If a G L4loc, V G L2loc9
then Q° is an operator case for H(a).

THEOREM

V_ G Kv9

Gauge invariance of H(a) is studied by Leinfelder in [128]. Among the
results there is the following, which is of interest even if a = 0.
B.13.5 (LEINFELDER [128]). Let V+ G #„loc, V_ G Kv9 a G L2loc.
Then the essential spectrum ofH(a) is either empty or an unbounded set.
THEOREM

C. ElGENFUNCTIONS

CI. Harnack's inequality and subsolution estimates. In this chapter, we study
properties of eigenfunctions of H and the consequences of these properties for
the spectrum of H and for the various functions,/(/f), studied in Chapter B.
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For early results on eigenfunctions, we mention especially the germinal paper
of Kato [110]. In this section, we discuss two intimately related aspects of
bounds on eigenfunctions: (1) Harnack's inequality, i.e. a priori bounds on
u(x)/u(y) for functions u obeyingHu = Q9 u > 0, u ^ 0 onto 3 x, y with the
bound depending only on V, x, y9 Ü and not on u and (2) subsolution
estimates, i.e. bounds of the form
(CI)

\u(x)\<cf

\u(y)\d'y

for w's obeying Hu = 0 in {y 11 x — y \< 2} where C depends only on local
norms of V. In discussing both, we consider only solutions of Hu = 0 but since
V can be replaced by V — E, we will have results automatically also for
solutions of Hu = Eu. The constants will be E dependent.
(CI) is obviously related to the theme of §B1: If u obeys Hu = 0 globally
and u G L1, then
\u(x)\<\\u\\„<cf\u(y)\d'y
with C = \\e~H\\ltQ0. Thus (CI) is a kind of "local version" of the bounds of
§B1. In fact, as we shall explain, its probabilistic proof is very close to that
usedin§Bl.
There are two rather distinct approaches to proving the kinds of estimates
we present here. An analytic method of Trudinger [203] (see also [72]) relies on
ideas of Moser [137] and Stampacchia [199]. Although Trudinger's hypotheses
are slightly stronger than V G K]00, recently Agmon [3] has used an analytical
approach to obtain Harnack's inequality for V G K]00. Moreover, large parts
of the theory of eigenfunctions, especially if one settles for strengthened
hypotheses on V follow from clever uses of subharmonic comparison theorems;
see Simon [182], M. and/or T. Hoffman-Ostenhof [86, 90-95, 8] and Davies
[48].
The other approach is probabilistic. In the context of a general class of
Markov processes but with V< 0, it goes back to Khasmin'skii [115]; indeed
Lemma B.1.2 was developed in connection with this work. More recently,
Chung and Varadhan [38], Chung and Rao [39], and Aizenman and Simon [9]
have developed this approach. The proof in the Chung and Rao [39] is quite
elegant but requires V to be (locally) bounded. Aizenman and Simon [9] have
the Kl°° result independently of Agmon. They also show that if V < 0, then a
strong version of Harnack's inequality implies that V G À^loc, showing once
more the naturalness of the class. In this section, we state the main results in
this vein and sketch parts of the proofs. For complete proofs, see [9].
As a preliminary, the following is useful.
THEOREM C.l.l [9]. Let V G K}°° and let Hu — 0 in distributional sense on
some bounded open set Î2 C Rv in the sense that u G Llïoc, Vu G Llïoc and
(îA<p, u) — (<p, Vu) = 0 for all <p G C^°(Ö). Then u equals (a.e.) a continuous
function on Œ.
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The proof [9] first shows, using the estimates of Chapter B, that u G Lf^ and
then one writes u= ƒ + g where g = 2(-h)~lV%u with 9C the characteristic
function of fl. By Proposition A.2.4(c), g is continuous and ƒ can be seen to be
harmonic on Î2 and so continuous.
The first main result is
THEOREM C.1.2

([9, 203]

SUBSOLUTION ESTIMATE). Let

V e K}00

and

let

Hu = 0 on some open set Œ. Pick x E £2. Then for any r > 0 with {x \ \ x — y | ^

r) CO:

(ci')

l«(*)l<c/

|«O0|^

where C only depends on r and the Kv norm of V_ times the characteristic
function of {j ; ||*-~> ; |^> , }> but not on u. In particular, if V_ G Kv, and
Q = Rv, then the constant C in (CI') can be chosen dependently of x.
Theorem C.L2 follows immediately from an even stronger estimate:
C.1.3. Let V EL K]00 and let Hu = 0 on some open set S2. Pick
x G Q. Then for some r0 > 0,
THEOREM

(C2)

\u(x)\<cf

\u(y)\da(y)

where da is the usual surface measure and, for any rx>0, C can be chosen
independently of r for rx < r < r0. The values of C and r0 depend only on local
norms of V_ .
(C2) implies (CI') by integrating (C2) over r in (rl9 r2). The above estimate
holds also for suitable regular u 's obeying u > 0, Hu < 0 [9]. The other main
result is
THEOREM C.1.3 ([9, 203] HARNACK'S INEQUALITY). Let V E K]00. Let Ö be an

open set with x, y G Û. Then, there is a constant C with
(C3)

u{x) < Cu(y)

for all continuous uonQ obeying (i) u > 0, (ii) Hu — 0 on Î2. The constant C can
be chosen independently of x, y as x, y run through a compact subset KofQ, and
depends only on local Kv norms of V.
Note that when the estimates (Cl), (C2) depend only on the norms of V_ ,
that in (C3) depends on V+ also.
The proofs of (C2) and (C3) depend on a probabilistic solution for the
Dirichlet problem associated to H. For these purposes it suffices to solve the
problem for balls but actually a large array of regions are naturally accommodated. Let Brx = {y\ \y - x\< r}; 92?; = {y\ \x -y\=
r).
THEOREM C.1.4. Let V G K}°°. Then for any compact K, there exists an r0 so
that, for any bounded continuous function f on any dB£ with x G K and r < r0,
there exists a unique continuous function u on Brx with (X)u\ dBx = f, (2) Hu = 0
on Brx \ oBx in the sense that (H<p, u) = 0 for any C°°(p supported in the interior
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ofBrx. Moreover u is given by the "explicit" formula u(y) = (Mvf)(y)
(C4)

{Mvf ){y) = £,(exp(-ƒƒ(*>(*))

with T the stopping time
(C5)
T(b)=

with

ds)f(b(T)))

inf{Z>(0e35;}.

In addition, r0 depends only on the Kv norm of V_ restricted to a neighborhood of
K.
For a complete proof, see [9]. The idea is the following: One first shows that
by shrinking r one can be sure that
(C6)

sup sup Ey( fT(BD\V_{b(s))\ds)

< 1.

While T is a random variable, it obviously "shrinks" with r, indeed, if v > 3
and cv | x - y \-(v~2) is the kernel of (-A)"1, then (C6) wül hold if
cv\x-y\^-^\V_{y)\dvy<\.

sup ƒ

By Khas'minskii's lemma extended to stopping times, (C6) imphes that Mv is
well defined as a map from L°°(a£;) to L»(Brx). That Mvf(y) -* ƒ as y -> dB^
follows by extending the well-known argument for the case V = 0 (see e.g.
[155] for discussion of the V = 0 case). Next, by exploiting the fact that
Ey(jTg(b(s))ds) = [(Hgylg](y) where Hg is the Laplacian (time - ±) in Brx
with vanishing boundary conditions, one shows that u(y) = (Mvf)(y) obeys
(C7)

u(y) = Ey{f{b{T)))

-[(H°fvu](y).

The first function on the right of (C7) is harmonic, so - {Lu = -Vu, i.e. u
solves Hu = 0. Uniqueness comes from the fact that for r small HQ + F > 0 .
The basic estimates (C2) and (C3) now follow from
THEOREM C.1.5 [9]. Fix \ < 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem C.1.4, we can
pick r so small, depending only on norms of V_ so that for any f

(C8)

sup \(Mvf)(y)\<cf

\f(y)\do(y).

Moreover, by shrinking r even further, depending on the local Kv-norm of both
V+ and V_ , one can be sure that for anyf> 0
(C9)

inf (Mvf)(y)

yŒBÎr

> cff(y)
J

da(y)

and that (C8) holds for the same r.
Before describing (most of) the proof of (C8), (C9) we note that they prove
(C2) and (C3). (C2) is a direct consequence of (C8). (C8) and (C9) together,
imply that
u(z) <

C(cylu(y)
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for any z, y G B$r. To get from this to the result for any pair is a standard
covering argument.
One of the nice features of the probabilistic approach is that (C9) follows
from (C8)! For the same argument that led to (B24) implies that for ƒ > 0

(Mv=0f )(yf <

(Mvf)(y)(M_vf)(y).

Thus (C9) follows from (C8) for M_v and (C9) for V = 0. The latter can be
read off the standard Poisson kernel for (-A).
The proof of (C8) directly mimics the proof of Theorem B.l.l. There is an
analog of the semigroup property: if ƒ is given on dB^ if u is Mvffor the Mv
associated to Brx and if g is u restricted to 92?/ for r < r, then Mvg is u
restricted to B7X. The only difficult step is the analog of Step 3 (which was
trivial in Theorem B.l.l); Mv is not selfdual. To prove l) to L2 boundedness
one must study a process which is Brownian motion run backwards from a
hitting point. Khas'minskii's lemma and the Schwarz inequality then yields L2
to L00 boundedness of the adjoint of M. For details, see [9].
Open question. The above establishes the existence of an L°° "Poisson
kernel" for H. Study its continuity properties.
A main application of the bounds (CI) is to turn decay of u in L2 sense into
decay pointwise; see §C3. As for Harnack's inequality, we will make an
interesting application in §C8. Another application is due to M. and T.
Hoffman-Ostenhof and Simon [87, 88].
THEOREM C.1.6 [87, 88]. Let V G K}°°. Let u be a real solution of Hu = 0.
Then in the neighborhood of any zero ofu9 either u changes sign or u is identically
zero.
PROOF. By Harnack's inequality, if u had one sign near x, with u(x) — 0,
then u = 0 near x0. D
REMARK. In §C9, we discuss hypotheses which imply that u cannot vanish in
an open set without being identically zero.
Rauch [159] has noted that since a set which disconnects Rp must have
Hausdorff dimension [59] at least v — 1, one has

C.1.7 [159]. If V G K]00 and u is a real solution of Hu - 0, then
for any open set fl, either Q H {x \ u(x) — 0} is empty or it has Hausdorff
dimension at least v — 1.
COROLLARY

In the atomic case, u is real analytic away from S = {x = (xl9...9xN)
G
R3N | xt = Xj for some /, j or xt = 0 for some /} which has codimension 3. It
follows that the zero set has codimension at least 1. Thus
COROLLARY C.1.8 [159]. In the atomic case (v = 3N; x =
(xx,...9xN)\
V(x) = - Z 2 f | xt I"1 + 2 , - , | xt — Xj I"1), the set of zeros of any real eigenfunction {which is not everywhere positive) has Hausdorff dimension precisely 3N — 1
(even locally).

C2. Local estimates on V<p. We have two goals in this section. First, we wish
to show that the L2^ bounds on v<p which follow from the results in §B3 for
an eigenfunction in L°° hold for any eigenfunction no matter what the growth
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at infinity. Secondly, we wish to show that the bounds only depend on local
norms of V_ . This will be of some use in §C4. In this regard, we follow, in
part, ideas of Sch'nol [174] who, however, required that V_ be bounded (!)
since he did not exploit subsolution estimates.
LEMMA

C.2.1. If u G L?^, Aw G L1^, then Vu G L2loc and for any <p in C0°°
j<p(vu)2dvx

(CIO)

=

^j(v<p)u2-j<puAu.

In particular, if {Lu = Vu, and y > 0, then
f<p(vu)2dvx

(Cil)

< ~/(A<p)w 2 + 2J(V_<p)u2.

PROOF. It suffices to prove (CIO) for smooth u and then use a standard
mollifier argument. (CIO) follows from two integrations by parts or equivalently from

div(<pw(vw) - i(v<p)w 2 ) = <p(vt/) + <puàu - ±(à<p)u2.
(Cil) follows from (CIO). D
C.2.2. Let Hu = 0, V_ G AT,loc. Then Vu G L2loc and for any
compact K and neighborhood WofK
THEOREM

ƒ \vu\2d'x<c\f

(C12)

\u(y)\d'y

where C only depends on the Kv-norm of V_ restricted to W and on K and W.
PROOF. This follows directly from (Cll) if we exploit (CI) by placing
K C W' C W C W with W' open and write (CI) in the form

sup K*)| < cA\u{y)\dvy
and if we use the fact that Kv C Llloc. D
We need the following in the section after next.
C.2.3. Let V+ G #„loc, V_ G Kv. Let Cr be the hypercube Cr =
{x G R"\ max \xt\< r). Then for any solution ofHu = 0 and any integer r
COROLLARY

(C13)

f

J

\vu\2d"x<cf

[Cr+i/Cr]

\u(x)\2d"x

J

[Cr+2/Cr-x]

where C is r-independent (and only depends on \\ V_ \\ K).
PROOF. Let A" be a unit cube and K a cube of side 3 centered at the center of
#.By(C12)

f | vu\2 dvx <Cx\f

\u\dvx\ < C2J( \u\2 dvx.
VJk
J
k
(CI3) results by adding up these estimates for a partition of C r+1 \ Cr into unit
cubes.
J

K
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If we strengthen the hypotheses on V by requiring the V G K$a) (defined in
§B3) globally or locally, then by merely following the proof of Theorem B.3.5
and exploiting (CI) one finds that
THEOREM

C.2.4. Let V G [Kj;a)]loc. Then any eigenfunction is locally in Ca.
Let V G K{va\ Then for any solution u ofHu = 0,
and for any x

THEOREM C.2.5.

(a) Ifa<\
sup

{\y - x | - [ | u(x) - u(y) \]}<c[

{y\\y-x\<\}

| u(y) \ dvy.

J

\x-y\<2

(b)Ifa=l
(C14)

sup

\(vu)(y)\<cf

{y\\y-x\<\}

\u(y)\d'y.

J

\x-y\<2

(c)Ifa>\
sup
{y\\y-x\^l}

\x ->>f+1[l(vW)(>>)

- ( v u ) ( * ) | ] ^ Ci

\u(y)\d>y.

J

\x-y\<2

For more details on V M in the case of Coulomb Hamiltonians see Kato [110]
and Hoffman-Ostenhof and Seiler [89].
C3. Decay of eigenfunctions. In this section, we discuss decay of solutions of
Hu = Eu with u G L2. One can presumably also study L^-eigenfunctions.
Since there exist continuous functions u G L2 which do not go to zero
pointwise, the following is of some interest.
C.3.1. Let V+ G AT,loc, F_ G Kv and let Hu = Eu with u G L2.
Then u(x) -> 0 as x -> oo.
THEOREM

REMARK. Since u is equal a.e. to a continuous function (Theorem C.l.l),
w(x) makes good sense.
2
PROOF. Since u G L , lim^^f^y^x
\ u(y) \2 dy = 0. Thus by the Schwarz
2
inequality, the Umit is zero if | u \ is replaced by u. Thus, by Theorem C.1.2, u
goes pointwise to zero. D
From this result and Theorem C.2.5, we immediately conclude that
THEOREM

C.3.2. IfVG K^X) and Hu = Eu, then Vw -> 0 as x-+ oo.

Open question. The last theorem has global hypotheses, not only on V_ but
also on V+ . Are there results on the pointwise decay of V« only requiring
global restrictions on V_ ? Note that by Corollary C.2.3, there is decay of the
local L2-norm of Vw if V_ G Kp9 V+ G K}00.
There has developed a considerable literature on detailed estimates of decay
of the eigenfunction Hu = Eu with E in the discrete spectrum of H ; for
example Agmon [2, 4], Ahlrichs [6], Ahlrichs et al. [7, 8], Bazley and Fox [20],
Carmona [35], Carmona and Simon [37], Combes [40], Combes et al. [41],
Combes and Thomas [43], Davies [45, 48], Deift et al. [50], Hoffman-Ostenhof
[86, 91, 92, 94, 95], Hunziker [100], Lieb and Simon [130], Lithner [131],
Mercuriev [134], Morgan [136], O'Connor [143], Sch'nol [174] (who had the
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earliest results), Sigal [177], Simon [180-182] and Slaggie and Wichmann [197].
Much of this involves detailed results on two special cases: (1) the iV-body case
and (2) the case where V(x) -» oo at infinity especially in a regular way (e.g.
polynomials). Here, we will concentrate solely on those results which are
applicable to general V. However, we call the reader's attention to some
beautiful geometry ("Agmon metric") associated with the two special cases; see
[2,4,37,130,131].
While the first theorem below is a special case of the third, we state it
separately for emphasis.
C.3.3. Let V_ E Ky, V+ E K}00. Suppose that H has compact
resolvent and let Hu = Eu; u E L2. Then, for any A > 0, there is a constant C
with
THEOREM

(C15)

\u(x)\<Ce~A\x\.

C.3.4. Let V_ELKV, V+ E K]00 and suppose Hu = Eu where E is
in the discrete spectrum, i.e. E is an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity.
Then for some 8 > 0 and C
THEOREM

\u(x)\<Ce-8M.
THEOREM C.3.5. Let V_ E Kv9 V+ E Kl°° and suppose Hu = Eu where
E < 2 e s s = min[aess(i/)] with oess(H) the essential spectrum of H. Then for any
A with \A2 < 2 e s s - E, there is a C so that (C15) holds.

REMARKS. 1. Sch'nol [174] proved Theorem C.3.3 if Fis bounded below. His
proof actually works in general given the results we proved in §C2. The proof
we give follows Simon [181] (who used ideas of Combes and Thomas [43], see
Remark 3 below).
2. For multiparticle systems, Theorem C.3.5 was proven by O'Connor [143]
whose proof used the structure of iV-body systems. Agmon [2] first noted that
this bound actually holds for general V 's.
3. The basic idea we exploit of considering the family H{a) is due to Combes
and Thomas [43]. Agmon [2] has an alternative proof which is more "elementary" in that only integration by parts is exploited rather than an operator
analysis.
4. It has been noted in several places that one need not require u E L2.
Typically, one can show that if e~p(x)\p E L2 for suitable p, then e+p(x)\p E L2;
see especially Lithner [131] and Agmon [4] (and also [37,182]).
The above results require two preliminary lemmas. The first is only required
for Theorem C.3.5.
LEMMA C.3.6 (SIGAL [177]). Let A = B + iC where B, C are selfadjoint and C
is B-form bounded {i.e. A strictly sectorial). Then

infRea e s s (^)^infa e s s (5).
PROOF. Given e > 0, let P be the spectral projection for B for the interval
(-oo, 2 e s s — c) with 2 e s s = inf aess(B). By definition, P is finite rank. Then
A + aP = B(\ - P) + (B + a)P + iC has numerical range in N = {z | Re z
> 2 e s s — e} for a sufficiently large. Since the spectrum is in the numerical
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range oess(A + aP) C a(A + aP) C N. By Weyl's theorem (see e.g. [162]) and
the fact that limRe .,__<„ \\(A - z)~x || = 0, we have that ac&s(A) C N. D
LEMMA C.3.7 ("O'CONNOR'S LEMMA" [143]). Let U(a) be a group parametrized by R". Let P be a finite rank projection so that P(a) = U(a)PU(a)~l has
an analytic continuation from R" to {z G Cp\\lmz\<
a}. Then for any i// E
Ran P9 U(a)\p has an analytic continuation to the same region.
PROOF.

Let TJ be an entire vector for U(a)9 i.e. U{a)i\ has a continuation to

C\ Since
U(a)Pi\ = P(a)£/(a)Tf
for a real, we have the required result for the image under P of the entire
vectors. But since the entire vectors are dense and since RanP is finite
dimensional, this image is all of Ran P. D
iax
PROOF OF THEOREMS C.3.3, 4, 5. Let (U(a)\P)(x) = e ^(x).
Then U(a)x^
has an analytic continuation to | Ima |< M if and only if ea^\p E L2 for all
a < M. If that is true then, by subsolution estimates ea^\p E L00. Thus, if \p is
an eigenfunction of if, we need only prove that U(a)\p has a continuation to
| Ima |< M, with M = oo (C.3.3), M > 0 (C.3.4), M = /2(2 - E) (C.3.5).
Let H(a) be the operator U(a)HU(a)~l for a real. If H(a) has an analytic
continuation to a neighborhood of Rp, any discrete eigenvalue E(a0) of H(a0)
will move analytically for a near a0. But for (a — a0) real, E (a) = E(a0),
since H(a) and H(a0) are then unitarily equivalent so E(a) is constant and
remains an eigenvalue so long as it stays away from oess(H(a)). This is an
argument of Aguilar and Combes [5]. If we show that (1) H(a) has an analytic
extension (in the same sense as Kato) to | Ima |< Af, (2) E E a disc (//(a)) for
all a in the strip, then standard eigenvalue perturbation theory [114, 162] will
imply that
P(a) = (lm)-1 f
J

dz(z - H{a))~X

\E-z\=e

is analytic in the strip and the hypotheses of O'Connor's lemma are applicable.
Thus, we are reduced to proving (1) and (2) above.
For a real
(C16)

H(a) = H + W - a • p - p • a

where p — -iv. Since Q(H) = Q(p2\ p is //-form bounded with relative
bound zero so that (C16) defines an entire analytic family of type (B) [114,
162]. Thus (1) holds. Since E is assumed in oàisc(H) in all situations, by
standard perturbation theory [114, 162], E is adisc(/f(a)) for | a | < 8 for some 8
in all cases. Since H(a) and H(i Im a) are unitarily equivalent,
(C17)

odisc(H(a)) = a disc (/f(iTma))

and thus (2) is proven with M = 8 in the context of Theorem C.3.4.
For Theorem C.3.3, we need only note that the resolvent of H(a) is analytic
in a and by hypothesis compact for a real and thus compact for all a, i.e.
ocss(H(a)) is empty proving (2) with M = oo.
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For Theorem C.3.5, we use Lemma C.3.6 and (C17) to note that
*ess(#(«)) = <>ess(#0'Im«))

c{z|RezG[infaess(/f-i|Ima|2),oo]}
= {z|Reze(2-i|Ima|2,oo)}
so E g acss(H(a)) if E < 2 - ^ m a) 2 . D
There are a number of natural questions about the relation of decay of
eigenfunctions and the spectrum of H. A natural conjecture is "If Hu = Eu
and | u(x) | < 0~ f i , x | , then E G odisc(H)". This conjecture is false! For example, if b(t) is a typical Brownian path in one dimension, then H = -d2/dt2 +
cos(b(t)) has spectrum [-1, oo) but only eigenvalues with eigenfunctions which
decay exponentially [77, 135, 36]. That is, random potentials present examples
with nondiscrete eigenvalues whose eigenfunctions decay exponentially.
But the following is still open.
Open question. If V_ G Kv, V+ G K]00 and Hu = Eu where | u(x)\< Ce~aM
for all a, does it follow that H has compact resolvent?
An equivalent form is: if H does not have compact resolvent, is it true that
for some a > 0, ea^ u & L2? In this form, an attack on this problem (for some
special F's) was begun by Froese et al. [60]. Typical of their results is
THEOREM C.3.8. Suppose that V G Kv and that W = (x • v)V (distributional
gradient) is also in Kv. Then for any eigenfunction u of H0 there is an a so that
ea^u is not in L2.
SKETCH OF PROOF. We sketch the proof ignoring all domain questions which
are fully treated in [60]. Let D be the gradient operator and let

A = ±(x-D+D-x),

\{r-xx-D+D-xr-x)

B=

(where r = | x |) so both A and B are skewadjoint and
(C17a)

B = r-\A - {)
l

since [r~\ D • x] = r~ . Suppose H\p — E\p and that \pa = ea^\p is in L2. Then,
by formal calculations,
(C17b)

earHe-arxPa = E^a9

earHe~ar = H - aB - \a2 = Ha.

Moreover (and here the domain problems are nontrivial since \pa may not be a
priori in the domain of A\
(*., AHJa)

= E(4,a9 A^a) = (Ha4,a9 A^a) = (^fl, H*A^a)

so, by (CI7a)
(*fl, [A, H)^a) = 2 a R e ( ^ , AB*a) = 2a(*a9 Ar~lA^a) > 0.
Thus, Wa,(-2H0 + W)\pa) > 0. Since (C17b) and the symmetry of iB imply
that (4>a,(H0 - E + V- \a2)^a) = 0, we conclude that
(*a9(H0 -V-

W+E)*a)

< -\a2{*a9 * J .

Since H0 — V — W is bounded below by the ^-hypotheses, this cannot
happen for any sufficiently large a. D
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C4. Eigenfunctions and spectrum. In this section, we prove that
C.4.1 [174,190]. Let V+ E K]00, V_ E Kv. Let Hu = Eu where u is
polynomially bounded. Then E E spec(i/ ).
THEOREM

REMARKS. 1. This was first proven by Sch'nol [174] who assumed that F i s
bounded below. We will show here that given our preHminaries in §C2, his
proof extends to general V. Simon [190] proved the general case by a different
method. Simon was unaware of Sch'nol's work.
2. In the next section we will prove a kind of converse of this result. It is not
true that if E E spec(/7 ), then Hu = Eu has a polynomially bounded solution,
but at least

a(H) = {E\Hu = Eu has a polynomially bounded solution}
where the overbar denotes closure (see Corollary C.5.5).
3. All the proofs actually show that if for all A > 0, | u(x) | < CeAW, then
E E spec(i7).
2
FIRST PROOF [190]. u is clearly in L _B for some 8 so that E is an eigenvalue of
H_8 and thus in spec(i/_fi). But spec(if_fi) = spec(if ) (Theorem B.6.4).
SECOND PROOF (FOLLOWING AND EXTENDING [174]). Let Cr, r = 1,2,..., be
the hypercube {x E Rp \ max | xt \ < r}, let
F(r)=

\u(x)\2d"x

f
cr

J

and let^ be a function in Q° which is supported in Cr+ x and is 1 in Cr. We can
choose^ so 0 <j and so that for any fixed multi-index a, supr x \ (Dajr)(x) \
< oo. We let wr =jru/\\jru\\2. We will show that for suitable rn -> oo we have
that \\{H - E)w,n || ^ 0 which implies that E E spec(#).
If F(r -h 3) > aF(r) for some a > 1 and all r > r0, then F(r0 + 3k)>akF(r0)
which is inconsistent with polynomial boundedness of u. Thus, we can find rn
with
(C18)

F(r„ +

2)/F(r„-l)^l.

Note that
(H - E)jru =jr(H - E)u + [H, jr]u = - K A y > - (v^)(v M ).
Thus, since II&jr\\x and || Vyf II are uniformly bounded
\\{H-E)jru\\2^Cx(

[\u\2 + \Vu\2]d'x<C2f

J

cr+X\cr

\u\2d*x

J

c,+2\c,-1

by Corollary A.2.3. Thus
||(tf - E)wr\\2^[F{rn

+ 2) - F(rn -

^[F(rn +
goes to zero by (CI8) as required. D

1)]/F(r„)

2)F(rn-iy,]-l
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Notice in the above proof that if F(r) -> oo at oo, then wr goes weakly to
zero so that we have
THEOREM C.4.2 [174, 190]. If V+ G A:„loc, V_ G Kv and Hu = Eu has a

polynomially bounded solution which is not in L 2 , then E G a ess (i/).

C5. Eigenfunction expansions. In this section, we discuss a general eigenfunction expansion for H and related objects like the Radon-Nikodym derivatives dEx/dp(X) of the spectral projection measure. In the context of general
elliptic differential opeators with nice coefficients, these ideas were developed
by a variety of authors, most notably Berezanskii [22], Browder [32], Garding
[67], Gel'fand [69] and Kac [107]; see Berezanskii's book [23] for further
details. Herbst and Sloan [83] emphasized the significance of Lp estimates on
e~H to prove the applicability of this expansion to general Schrödinger
operators including ones with rather singular potentials. Further developments
along these Unes appear in Kovalenko and Semenov [123], whose discussion we
follow in part here.
We dub the expansion that occurs here a BGK expansion. We begin by
saying a few words about the somewhat weaker information implicit in the
spectral theorem and the much stronger information in the expansions associated with the work of Ikebe [101] and Povzner [157, 158] which we dub IP
expansions.
Let A be a general selfadjoint operator on L2(RV, dvx) which we suppose
has simple spectrum to avoid carrying along an extra index. Given a cyclic
vector <p for A, we can form the spectral measure d\k^ on R by (<p, e~itA<p) =
je~iEt dfXyiE). The spectral theorem asserts that there exists a unitary operator
U: L\R\ dvx) -* L2(R, dp^) so that UAU~l is multiplication by x. Since U
clearly maps S(RV) into S'(^)> it has a distributional kernel K(E, y\ E G R,
y G R\ by the nuclear theorem of Schwarz [160]. ExpHcitly, for all F G %{RV)
and g G §(/?), we have that
(g(H)<p9F)=K(g®F).
If A is a differential operator with smooth coefficients, it is easy to see that K
obeys (A — E)K(E, y) = 0 in distributional sense, so in some sense K(E,)
provides eigenfunctions of A. Of course, this object may not be defined for
fixed E.
In contrast, the BGK expansion will construct honest eigenfunctions,
(p(y9 E\ for a.e. E with respect to the spectral measure class (defined below)
and these eigenfunctions will be polynomially bounded. Moreover, there will be
an eigenfunction expansion, which in the case of simple spectrum reads (for a
suitable dense set of ƒ 's)
(C19)

( ƒ, g(H)f) = fdp(E)g(E) \f(E) | 2

where
(C20)

f(E) = f<p(y,E)f(y) d'y.
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For the case when V decays sufficiently rapidly at infinity one has an IP
expansion. There are bounded eigenfunctions <p(y, k) indexed by k G Rv and
L2-eigenfunctions {%(y)}%=l (where N may be infinite) so that
(C21)

(f,g(H)f) = 2

g(EH)\fH\2+f\f(k)\2g(k2)d'k

with fn = (%, ƒ ) and f(k) = f<p(y, k)f(y) dvy. One critical difference between (C21) and (CI9) is the explicitness of the measure dvk. This has
important spectral consequences: it implies that H has no singular spectrum in
that case. Another difference is that in the IP case, the <p are constructed by an
explicit method which links them to scattering theory. There are related
expansions for certain long range two-body potentials (see e.g. [3, 102-104,
117, 168], for one-dimensional periodic potentials [69, 51] and for higherdimensional periodic potentials [69,186, 206]).
Because one knows a priori little about the measure dp in (CI9), the BGK
expansions appear to give little practical information beyond that already in
the spectral theorem. For this reason, some workers, myself included, regarded
them for many years as having little significance. The work of Pastur [148],
who used critically the polynomial boundedness of the <p in the BGK expansion to prove that certain H with random potentials have no absolutely
continuous spectrum, changed this attitude. More recently, Avron and Simon
[18, 19] have used the same ideals to prove the absence of a.c. spectrum in
certain H with almost periodic potentials.
DEFINITION. TWO Borel measures on R are called equivalent if and only if
they are mutually absolutely equivalent. A measure class is an equivalence class
under this relation. Given a selfadjoint operator, A, with spectral projections
is (A), pick an orthonormal basis {<p„}JJLi and a sequence an with an > 0,
2tf„ < oo. The measure JU(-) = 2an(q>n, E(-)<pn) has jti(A) = 0 if and only if
E{ A) = 0. Thus, the measure class of JU, is independent of {çpn} and {an} and is
associated to A. It is called the spectral measure class for A. Any measure JU, in
this class is called a spectral measure for A.
The BGK eigenfunction expansion comes most naturally out of the following "trace class Radon-Nikodym theorem":
THEOREM C.5.1. Suppose that for each bounded Borel set A C R, we are given
a nonnegative trace class operator -4(A) on a fixed separable Hubert space %,
and that if A = U^=1A„ with A, D Ay = 0 and A bounded, then A(k) =
5-lim25^4(A„). Then, there exists an ordinary Borel measure dp and a positive
trace class operator-valued measurable function A(X), so that

(C22)

(i)

A(A) =

fA(\)dp(\),

(ii)

Tr(^(X)) = l

a.e.dp,

where (C22) is intended in weak sense, i.e. (<p, A(A)<p) = /(<p, A(\)<p) dp for all
q>. These two conditions fix p and A{\).
PROOF. Without loss, suppose that % = l2[l, oo) with standard basis {en}™=l.
Let p(A) = Tr(^4(A)). It is easy to see that p is a Borel measure. For fixed /, j ,
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let Hij(&) = (<p„ A(A)<pj). It is easy to see that each jnI y is a signed measure,
that nti > 0, that 2/AM = P and that for each finite sequence of rationals
{a,}£Li, we have that S â ^ / x ^ A ) > 0. Moreover, if p(A) = 0, then M/,y(A) =
0. By the ordinary Radon-Nikodym theorem, M/,/A) = faij(X)dp(X). Moreover, for all X, all z, y and all rational sequences, S â ^ a ^ X ) > 0,2yûyy(X) = 1.
Thus, the Û / 7 (X) are matrix elements of a positive trace class operator ^4(X)
with Tr(^(X)) = 1. By construction (C22) holds. D
We will get the eigenfunctions via an object of independent interest.
THEOREMC.5.2. Let V+ G K]00, F_ G Kvand/Vf # = - i A + V. Fix8>\v.
There exists a spectral measure dp(X) and for a.e. X {with respect to p) a
function F(x, y\ X) on Rv X Rv so that
(i) F(x, y\ X) is jointly measurable in x, y, X and for fixed X Jointly continuous
in x9 y.
(ii) For a.e. X, ƒ | F(x9 y; X) |2(1 + x2y\\
+ y2)~8 dvxdvy < 1.
2
2 82
(in) | F(x9 y;X)\< C(l + x )^\\
+ y)/.
(iv) For any bounded Borel function, g, on R and any <p,\p G L\
(C23)

(«p, g(H)+) = / g ( A ) [ j > ( * , y\ X)^)^(y)

d'xd'y^ rfp(X).

(v) For any fixed y, (Hx — X)F(-9 y\ X) = 0, m distributional sense.
REMARKS. 1. By (ii), the integrand in [ • • • ] in (C23) is absolutely integrable
and the integral is a bounded function.
2. (C23) shows that the combination F(x, y\ X)dp(X) is intrinsic to H. Both
dp and F depend on a choice.
3. Because of (C23) we will henceforth denote F by dE(x, y\ X)/dp. It is, in
a very real sense, an integral kernel of the R — N derivative of the spectral
projection although it is not an integral kernel in the sense of defining an
operator on L2\ only from Lj to Ll8.
2 8/2
PROOF. By Theorem B.9.1, for any bounded A, £(A)(1 + x )~
is
2 fi 2
2 82
Hübert-Schmidt, so ^(A) = (1 + x )- / £(A)(l + x )~ / is trace class and
it is easy to see it is a measure. Thus, by Theorem C.5.1, there exists a trace
class operator, a(X), with kernel a(x, y; X) so that A{A) = Ja(X) dp(X) where
(C24)

p(A) = Tr((l + x2yd/2E(A)(l

+

x2ys/2).

By (C24), it is easy to see that p is a spectral measure. We define F{x, y\ X) =
(1 + x2)8/2a(x, y\ X)(l + y2)8/29 initially a.e. Then measurabihty is evident as
are (ii) and (iv) for g's of compact supports (by a limiting argument from g's
which are finite linear combinations of characteristic functions).
By Theorem B.6.3, e~tH maps Lls to L2_s. Moreover, if H is the map
- \LX - {ùiy + V(x) + V(y) on L2(R2vJ, then e'tS maps L2_2S to L2_2S. By
(ii), F(-,-; X) G L2_2Ô. We claim that ÉT"F(-,-; X) = éT2\F(-,«; X) which will
imply that F is locally bounded on account of Theorem B.6.3 again. For, by
definition of H

f{e-»F)(x, y; X)^)^(y)

d'xd'y = JF(x, y;

X)JP\)(x)(e-^)(y)
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so for any bounded g of compact support, any <p, xp

fg(X)[f{e-»F-

e-2XF}(x, y; X)^)^(y)d'xd'y]

dp{\) = 0

which implies the required result for a.e. X.
Similarly e~tHF = e~2tXF for all rational /. It follows that (H - 2X)F = 0 in
distributional sense so that F is jointly continuous and (iii) follows from (ii)
and Harnack's inequality.
In the same way, exploiting e~tHx, we see that for any \p G Q 0 ,

(Hx-\)yF(x,y;\)*(y)d"y\=0
in distribution sense, so that by continuity of F, we obtain (v). D
In §B12, we proved that when H = H0+ V+ W where W obeys (B39) with
Ii < 1 and V+ G K}00, V_ G Kv, then (1 + | x | 2 )- fi / 2 £(A)(l + x 2 )" 5 / 2 is trace
class so long as 8 > v. In that case, one can construct an F obeying (i), (ii), (iv)
by just following the above proof. However, the proof of pointwise bounds
above exploited the semigroup and will not work in this case. Another method
may well work in general but if V G L2loc one can easily show that F is a
distributional solution of (if— 2X)F = 0 and thus obtain (iii), (v) (since F is a
priori only in L2^, VF may not be defined if we don't know that Fis in L2^).
Thus
C.5.3. Let W obey (B39) with p^l.LetV+E
K]00, V_ G Kv and
let H = - ^A + V + W. Fix 8 > v. There exists a spectral measure dp(X) and
for a.e. X (with respect to p) a function F(x, y\ X) on R" X R" so that (i), (ii), (iv)
of Theorem C.5.2 holds. If moreover, V G L2loc, then (iii), (v) of that theorem also
hold.
THEOREM

We note now that the considerations we are about to give for W = 0 can be
made also in this more general case.
Returning to the context of Theorem C.5.2, let N(X) be the rank of a(X). It
is not hard to see that this is a measurable function of X. By the usual
expansion relation for Hilbert-Schmidt operators, there are for each X, N(X),
linearly independent functions {fj(x; X)}j^^ so that
N(\)

(C25)

a(x9y;\)=

2 fj(x;X)

fj(y;X)

where (C25) holds in the sense that

(<p(x)t(y)a(x,y;X)dxdy=
J

2 (*,/y(*))U(X)*).
;=i

Normally, one writes (C25) with them's orthonormal and an extra factor of ay
added. In (C25), we have orthogonal fj but they are not normalized; indeed
(C26)

2
7=1

||/y(X)||
2 2 =l
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If a(\) has simple spectrum, the ƒ's are uniquely determined. If there is some
degenerate spectrum, some choice is involved. It is not hard to see that the
choice can always be made so that jf (X, x) is jointly measurable in A, x (on the
measurable set where N(X)>j). If we now define
Vj(x,

X) = (1 + x2)S/2fj(x,

X),

A„={X\N(X)

= n},

we have
THEOREM C.5.4. Let V+ G À;1OC, V_ G Kv\ H = - £A + V. Fix Ô > v/2.
Then, there exist a spectral measure dp(x) and a family of disjoint measurable
sets {Aw}^=1 whose union supports p so that if X G AM, there are n functions
{<Pj(x>h)}j= i obeying
(i) (H — \)q>j = 0 in distributional sense.
(n)|<p,(x,A)|<C(l+x 2 )*/ 2 .
(iii) For X fixed, the {fy}" are linearly independent.
(iv) For any f G L\9 define bounded functions (Ujf)(X)forj < N(X) by

(C27)

(Ujf)(X) = ƒ ^ A ) f(x) d*x.

Then
N(\)

fdp(x) 2 \(Ujf)(x)\ =nƒii 2 .

(cis)

7=1

(v) U extends to a unitary map of L2(RP, dpxj onto % = 0^ = 1
L (R, C , %ndp) with %n the characteristic function ofAw. Explicitly
2

(C27)

(Ujf)(X) = U.m.f

<pJ(x,X)f(x)d'x

where l.i.m. means limit in %-norm.
(vi) If g is a bounded Borel function and f G L2(R', d'x), then
(C29)

U[g(H)f]=g(X)(Uf).

(vii) Iff G D(H), then U(Hf) = XUf.
(viii) If g <=%,
min(Ar,/V(\))

(C30)

(U-'g)(x)=

l.i.m.

ƒ

2

gj(X)<pj(x,X)dp(X)

where l.i.m. means convergence in L2-norm.
PROOF.

Pick N, p, <p as discussed before the theorem. Thus (iii) holds and <p

obeys
(C31)

ƒ

\<pj(x9X)\2dx<C(\+y2)d/2.

Moreover, by the definition of F and the fact that the ƒ are eigenfunctions of a,

<Pj(x, X) = JF(x, y; X){\ + y^^y,

X) d'y
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so by (i), (iii) and (v) of Theorem C.5.2, the <py's obey (i) of this theorem and
then (C31),(ii) holds.
Again by the definition of F, by (C23) and by (C25) we have that for any

(C32)

(f,G(H)f) = fdp(X)G(\) 2 \(Ujf)(\)\

where U is given by (C27). This formula with C = 1 proves (C28) and thus (iv)
is proven.
Given (C27), U is easily seen to extend to an isometry from L2 to % given by
(C27'). The remaining assertion in (v) is that U is onto.
As a preliminary, we note that since e~tH*F{-9 y;X) = e~tXF9 we have that
as a map from L2_8 to Lld9 e~tH*<p = e~*\ so
U{e~tHf) = e~tXUf

(C33)

initially for ƒ G L28 and then for all L2 by a limiting argument. Since any
continuous function in [inf spec(i/), oo) vanishing at oo is a uniform limit of
polynomials in e~tX, (C29) holds for such g's and then by a limiting argument
for all bounded Borel g's, i.e. (vi) is proven.
Now, we return to (v) and suppose that h E % is orthogonal to Ran U. By
(C26) and Harnack's inequality for all X

2 M*,x)|

<c(\+x2)8/2.

Since h E %, we have 2f(X) | hj(X) | 2 < oo for a.e. X so for a.e. X, we can
define k(x9 X) = l^hj(\)q>j(x9
X) and for any ƒ E C?(RV) and g E C?(R)
ff(x)g(X)I{xTX)dp(\)dvx

= (A, Ug(H)f)

=0

since sums and integrals can be freely interchanged. It follows that k = 0 for
a.e. x, X, and so a.e. \(dp), (1 + x2ypk(-, X) = 0 as an element of L2. But
{(1 + x2yv/2<pj} are orthogonal in L2 and ||(1 + x2)-"/2<pj\\ ¥> 0, so
2hj(\)<pj(x9 X) = 0 implies hj(X) = 0, a.e. dp. Thus U is onto, (viii) then
follows easily and (vii) follows by a limiting argument from (vi). D
Theorem C.5.4 and the fact that if X0 E spec(//) then p(X0 — e, X0 + e) > 0
for all e together imply that if X0 E spec(TZ), then for X' arbitrarily close to X0,
H<p — X'<p has polynomially bounded solutions. Thus
COROLLARY C.5.5. a(H) is the closure of the set of X for which H<p = X<p has a
polynomially bounded solution.

Open question. Does Corollary C.5.5 have a version with multiplicities?
Explicitly, the set Aw is uniquely determined a.e. p by the fact that H has
multiplicity n there. Is it true that if Hu = Eu has n Hnearly independent
solutions, then for all e, lJLnp((E ~ e, E + e) H Ay) > 0?
As we just remarked
COROLLARY

C.5.6. The spectral multiplicity of H on An is exactly n.
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This has an immediate consequence in 1 dimension where -u" -k-Vu — Eu
can have at most two solutions.
COROLLARY

C.5.7. Ifv-

1, H has multiplicity at most 2.

This can be improved.
LEMMA

(C34)

C.5.8. Let v = 1, V_ G Kv, V+ G K^°. Define
E± = Urn inf{(<p,i7<p)/(9,<p)|supp<p C {x | J t ^ * } } .

If E < E± , then Hu — Eu has at most one polynomially bounded solution as
E ->±oo.
REMARKS. 1. Looking at E± is suggested by the general result of Persson
[152] (see also Agmon [2] who rediscovered the result) that in general
(C35)
infessspec(Zf) = lim inf{(cp, i/<p)/(<p, <p) |supp<p C {x\ \x\> R}}
7?->oo

(see Theorem C.8.2).
2. Since the inf is monotone increasing in R, the limit exists. It cannot be
-oo, but may be + oo.
PROOF. We consider the + case. If E < E+ , then we can find R so that
(<p, Hq>) > ±(E + E+ )(<p, <p) if supp <p C {x \ x > R}. Let P^be defined by

(V(x)
W{x) = \ \(E + E+)
[a

ifx>R,
ifx< -R,
il\x\<R9

where a will be picked shortly. By (C35) and a small additional argument [53],
ess spec(//o + W) — [j(E + E+ ), oo). If a is large and positive, then H{0 + W
has no spectrum in (-oo, \(E + E+)] but as a -» -oo more and more
eigenvalues exist at lower and lower energies. By continuity, we can find a with
E G spec(/f0 -f W). If u is the corresponding eigenfunction, then u obeys
Hu = Eu in | x \ > R and w, u' decay exponentially at + oo by Theorem C.3.4.
If ü is another polynomially bounded solution, u' will be polynomially bounded
in L2 sense so that the Wronskian of u and ü is in Ü at oo which implies it is 0;
i.e. there is exactly one solution polynomially bounded at + oo. D
Thus we have
COROLLARY C.5.9. If E± are given by (C39) and if E < max(£+ , E_ ), then
the spectral multiplicity of H in (-oo, E) is at most 1.

For the a.c. spectrum, a related result appears in [49].
Open question. Obtain some efficient bounds on multiplicities in the quasione-dimensional case where Vis confined in v — 1 dimensions. For example, if
we write a point in Rv as (x, y) with x G R9y G Rp~\ we might suppose that
- ^A^ + V(y, x) = H(x) on L2(RV~X) has compact resolvent for each x. Let
{E:(x)}JLl denote the eigenvalues of H(x). Define Ej0) = mfxEj(x) and
Er = ]imx_+±00Ej(x). We conjecture: (i) If limj^^Ej0^ = oo, then the spectral
multiplicity of H = - -£A + V is finite at any energy, albeit perhaps unbounded as energy goes to infinity, (ii) Explicitly, on (-oo, £/ 0) ), the maximal
REMARK.
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multiphcity is at most 2j. (iii) In more refined form, the maximal multiphcity
on (-00, E) is bounded byj + k'\îE< Ej0) mdE<E£
(or E^ ) .
We now want to return to the general properties of eigenfunctions. If one
goes through the proof above carefully, one learns that for any fixed ƒ G L2,
f(x)q>j(xy X) G L2 for all j and a.e. X. This would seem to imply that <py G L00,
but unfortunately, the set of X for which f<pj £ L2 could depend on ƒ.
Nevertheless we conjecture that <py G L00:
Open question. Prove or disprove that for a.e. X (with respect to p), we have
that <pj(x9 X)EL°° for ally.
We note that it is not hard to show that
(C36)

sup

jdp(X)sup\(Pj(x9X)\

<

00.

X

It is often stated (e.g. [23, 54]) that the question just raised has been settled
by Maslov [132] who claims to have an example where (X | <py G L00} does not
exhaust suppp. We should analyze (following Faris [53]) this example to
explain why the question remains open.
EXAMPLE (MASLOV [132]). Let V(x) = V(-x) on (-oo, oo) where for x > 0
V(x)

=

x9

0<JC<1,

=

-(x-1),

1<*<3,

=

-(x-3),

3<x<7,

=

^(x-2w+l),

2" - 1 ^ x < 2 n + 1 - 1,

Maslov shows that for any E G (0,1), some solution of Hu = Eu is (at least
logarithmically) unbounded. Let %± = {fEL2\f(x)=
±f(-x)}. Then H
leaves %± invariant and Maslov shows that spec(/f r %±) = [0, oo). He
concludes that the spectral multiphcity of if is 2 so it cannot happen that
<Pj G L°° for a.e. X G (0,1). The error of Maslov is that spec(# r %+) =
spec(# r %~ ) does not imply that H has multiphcity 2. In fact, it may well be
that H has dense point spectrum in [0,1] in which case, it would of necessity
have simple spectrum there!
As a final consequence of the results of this section, we want to demonstrate
the fact that if H has infinite point spectrum in some interval (either dense
point spectrum as occurs in certain random systems [77] or an accumulation
point of discrete spectrum), then the corresponding eigenfunctions must be
localized in different regions.
THEOREM C.5.10. Let V+ G K}°°9 V_ G Kv. Suppose that a bounded interval
A has infinitely many eigenvalues {XJ}JLl for H = - jA -\- V with eigenvalues
q>j(x). Then L(x) = 2°°=11 <?,(*) |2 < oo for each x (and L is polynomially
bounded).
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PROOF. We will show that function dE(x, y\ X)/dp is nonnegative on
diagonal and that

(C37)

L(x) < fdp(X)^(x9

x\ X).

For the first assertion, we need only show that the trace class operator a(X)
has an integral kernel which is positive on diagonal. This follows from the fact
that it is a positive operator with continuous integral kernel.
Next we note that for any fixed X, the spectral projection E({X}) is exactly
the projection onto all eigenvectors with eigenvalue X; thus if X is an eigenvalue

^(x)J;X)=[p(X)]-1|^(x)^(7),
{\pk} being a basis for Ran E({X}). Using continuity of the eigenvectors,
^(x,x;X) = p(X)-1||^(x)|2
and so (C37) holds. D
Open question. The following is somewhat related to unique continuation
(see §C9). Is dE(x, x\ X)/dp a strictly positive function for a.e. X?
C6. The local spectral density and its classical limit. At the end of the last
section, we showed that dE(x9 x; X)/dp(X) > 0. In this section we will discuss
the measure onRp X R:
(C38)

dL(x9 X) =

dE X X)

dp(X)dvx.

^ £

By very different methods, Lavine [127] introduced this object in a distinct
guise and studied its classical limit. Following [127], we call L the local spectral
density. Lavine required more local regularity on V but didn't require H to be
bounded below. Except for this difference on hypotheses of V, we recover
Lavine's results here. Lavine introduces dL by the following characterization.
C.6.1. Let V+ E À;1OC, V_ E KV. Then, for every bounded Borel
function g of compact support in R and every positive f E L2(RP)9
fl/2(x)g(H)fl/2(x)
is in trace class and
THEOREM

Tr( f{x)x/2g{H)f(x)x/1)

(C39)

= ff(x)g(X)

dL(x9 X).

That fl/2(x)
| g(H) \1'2 is in J2 is proven in Theorem B.9.1 which
demonstrates sufficient continuity in ƒ, g to show that (C39) need only be
proven for ƒ E Q° and g the characteristic function of an interval A. Thus we
need only show that
PROOF.

•ft(A*),/a*(A)/(*),/a) = fxJ^dE%\x)X)
But, since ƒ x/2dEf

T

d d x

x/2

^'-

/dp is a trace class operator with continuous kernel,

'(/' /2 f/ v2 )-/

(
A

j

,dE(x9x;X) v
dx
dp(X)
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(see the proof of Theorem 3.9 of [195]). By definition of dE/dp9

Tr(/'/2E(A)/'/2) =fjp(x)Tt[fV2Mfi/iy

D

Introducing Hh = -h2à/2 + V(x)9 one can define measures dLh{x9 X) so
that (C39) holds if H is replaced by Hh. In some sense, one expects that as
h -* 0, dLh should approach (2irhyp8(±p2 +V- \)dvpdvx. In fact
THEOREM C.6.2 (LAVINE [127]). Let
Let f EL CQ)(RP) and g a continuous,

Vbe continuous on Rv and bounded below.
bounded Borel function of compact support.

Then
{CAO)

jjm*'Tr( f{x)g{Hh))
niO

= fg(p* +
*

v(x))f(x)^^-.
(2TT)

REMARKS. 1. The earliest results of this genre seem to be due to Berezin [24].
See [42,188,194, 201] for further discussion.
2. As noted on p. 107 of [194], it suffices that V be locally Ü and say,
bounded below. Presumably, V_ G Kv and V+ G K]00 will suffice.
aX
SKETCH. Let g(X) = e~ . It suffices to prove the result for such g by a
limiting argument. Let dn0.00t be conditional Brownian motion starting at
6(0) = 0 and conditioned to b(t) = 0 (see [194]). Let

F(t) = / " / 2 / j V ( ^ ) / ^ o ; o , o , r ( w ) e x p ( - a ^ / o V ( x + « ( * ) ) & ) ,
F(0)

=(2^)~v/2ff(x)cxp(-aV(x))dvx.

As in the proofs of Theorem 10.1 of [194], (C40) for g(X) = e~aX is just
]imn0 F(t) = F(0). The proof is even easier than in [194] where ƒ is not present
(so there is a solvable difficulty in controlling the dpx integral). By the scaling
properties of Brownian motion
F(t) = fdvxf(x)fdti0;OAOfMcxp^-afv(x

+ {tu(s))

ds}

so that lim a o ^ ( 0 = F(0) is immediate from the continuity of paths and of V
and the dominated convergence theorem. D
(C40) says that hvdLh converges weakly to the measure
<//*cl(A, x) = 8(\p2 + V(x) - \)dvpdvx/

(27T)".

C7. The integrated density of states. Here we consider some general features
of an object of considerable use in analyzing Schrödinger operators when V is
random, periodic or almost periodic. Fix v. Let %R denote the characteristic
function of {x \ \ x \ < R} and let T^ be its volume.
00
DEFINITION. Let Kbe a potential with V_ G Kv, V+ G K] . Let H = - ^A
+ F a s usual. We say that H has a density of states measure if and only if for
allgGCo00^)
(C41)
exists.

X ( g ) = Urn r^Tr(% R g(H))
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It is easy to see that if it exists X defines a positive linear functional of g and
so there is a Borel measure, dk, called the density of states measure, with
X(g) =

fg(X)dk(X).

The quantity
•'-oo

is called the integrated density of states, dk is precisely the weak limit of the
measures dkR given by
dkR(\)

= rRlf J

dL(x,\)
\x\<R

with dL the local spectral density defined in the last section. Note that
although the measures dkR are all absolutely continuous with respect to p,
indeed
R

dp

J\X\<R dpy

h

it can happen that dk is not dp absolutely continuous. In fact, for suitable
classes of random potentials in 1 dimension, one can show that for a.e. Fin the
support of the distribution of V's dk exists and is independent of V [21] while
for a.e. pair (V, W\ the measures dp are mutually singular [146]!
Standard weak limit arguments show that
PROPOSITION

C.7.1. Ifk exists and is continuous at X, then
k(\)=

Jim
R-* oo

T?TT(%REM)(H)).

We first want to consider several general features of k: (i) upper and lower
bounds on X(g), (ii) independence of boundary conditions, (iii) continuity (in
the sense of weak convergence of measures) in V.
PROPOSITION

(C42)

C.7.2. The density of states exists if and only iffor
e K ( / ) = lim

R-+oo

l

allt>0

tH

TR Tt(%Re- )

exists.
By Theorem B.7.1, %Re~tH%R has a continuous integral kernel away
from | x | = R or | y \ = R and this kernel is bounded by a constant Mt
independent of R. Thus
PROOF.

is bounded by Mt independently of R.
Suppose (C41) exists for all g in C0°°. Fix X > 0. Pick gk in C0°° with
0 < g * ( X ) < e " ' x and gk(k) = e~tX for X < k. Then 0 < e'tX - gk(X) <
e-tk/2e-t\/2

so

0 < rR' Tr(%Re-'H)
so the limit (C42) exists.

- TR* Tr(%Rgk(H))

<

Mt/1e'^
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Conversely, suppose that (C42) exists. Given g G C(J°, we can by the
Stone-Weierstrass theorem, find polynomials Pk(X) in e~x so that
e+x[g(X)

sup

- Pk(X)] -> 0 as A: ^ oo.

Xespec(//)

We compute, with Fk(X) = ex[g(X) - Pk(\)]9
\Tr[%Rg(H)%R-%RPk(H)%R]\
= Tr(%Re-^Fk{H)e-W%R)

<

\\Fk\\„Tr(%Re-»%R)

and so obtain the existence of the Hmit (C41).
THEOREM

D

C.7.3. (a) Let V+ G K?°, V_ G Kv. Then for any g G C0°°
K^TRl\Tr(%Rg(H))\<«>.
R-+O0

(b) IfVŒKv,

then for suitable g G C0°°, g > 0,
mrRlTr(%Rg(H))>0.
R-+oo

(a) follows from g(H) ^ Ce~H for suitable C and Theorem B.7.1.
(b) follows from (a") of the same theorem, since the proof of Proposition
C.7.2 shows that if lim = 0 for all g > 0, then tjj) = 0. D
If V+ &KV, then it can happen that the limit is zero; indeed, if H has
compact resolvent, then k = 0. Here is an example where the density of states
fails to exist.
EXAMPLE 1. Let v = 1 and given F so that V(x) = V(-x) and for x > 0
PROOF,

V(x) = 0

i(L2n<x<L2n+l9

= 1

iîL2n+l<x<L2n+2,

2

where L0 = 0, L„ +1 = Ln + 2 ". By a simple path integral estimate if x G
(L2„ + a , L 2 n + 1 - a ) , | *"'"(*, x) - (2irt)-1'2 \< C(t)e'd^a2
and if x G
(L 2 „ +1 + a, L 2 n + 2 - a), | e-'H(x, x) ~ (lirty^e"'|<
C(/)-««K Thus
lim (2L2nylTr{%L2e-<H)

=

(2irtyl/2e-<

n-*oo

but
lim (2L 2ji+1 )- 1 Tr(9C Laii+l e-^) = {2<ntyx/2.

w->oo

In spite of this, the existence of the limit and its value is independent of
boundary conditions.
THEOREM C.7.4. (a) Let V+ G K^,
Q,R + y where H$R is the Laplacian

H

V_ G Kv. Let H% be the operator
on L 2 ( | J C | < JR) with zero boundary

conditions on \ x \ = R. Then
lim T?[Tt(g(H)%R)

- Tt(g{H£))]

= 0.

R—* oo

(b) Let %R be the characteristic function of the cube centered at zero of side
R/2. Let HR be the corresponding operator with periodic boundary conditions.
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Then
lim r^[Tr(g(H)%R)

- Tr(g(i/£))] = 0.

(c) Lef v — 1. Le/ if^ 2>e awy sequence of operators on L2(-R, R) which are
form extensions of the form -d2/dx2 4- V(x) on C^i-R, R) with
infjjinf spec(HR)] > -oo. Then
lim (2Ry1[Tv(g(H)%R)

- Tr(g(HR))]

= 0.

R-+0O

PROOF, (a), (b) By the proof of Proposition C.7.2, we need only prove the
result for g(X) = e~tX. A simple path integral estimate shows that

\e-'H(x, x) - e-tH* (x, x)\ < Ccxp(-d(t)[R

— | JC | ,] 2 )

where | x \ ^ = (2x2)1/2 if * = D and = max, | xt | if * = P. This immediately
yields the result.
(c) As in the proof of Proposition C.7.2, we need only consider the case
g(X) = (X + a)'1 for all large a. But (HR + a)'1 - (Hg + a)'x has rank at
most 4, so for this g
|Tr(g(# R )) - Tr(g(itf ))| < (4/R)[a

+ inf s p e c ^ ) ] " 1 .

D

If g is taken as the characteristic function of (-00, X), then Tr( g(i/|)) is
exactly the number of eigenvalues of H^ in that interval. This explains the
reason for the name "density of states".
We have the following continuity result:
THEOREM C.7.6. Let Vm -> V in Kv-norm with Vm, V G Kv. Suppose that each
Hm has a density of states measure dkm. Then H has a density of states measure
dk and dkm -> dk weakly.

By the argument of Proposition C.7.2, it suffices to prove that
has a limit for all f and that £Km(0 -> £ K (0- This follows if we show

PROOF.

t(y\t)
that
(C43)

Hm

sap\&g(t)-£$Kt)\=0

m—* oo j^

for all t. But since e~'Hm has a continuous integral kernel
1 ^ ( 0 " &f\*)\

< sup\e-'H(x, x) - e-'H-(x, x)\
k

<\\e-'H - e-^||i fW>
(C43) follows from Theorem B. 10.1. D
REMARK. Local Kv convergence is not sufficient. For example [19], if
Ha0 = -d2/dt2 4- cos* + Xcos(ax 4- 0), then for X, 8 fixed dka is continuous at the irrational values of a but, in general, discontinuous at the rational
values!
THEOREM C.7.7. Let V be in Kv and in the Kv-closure of C0°°. Then the density
of states exists and is identical to that for V = 0, i.e.

dk(\)

= dk0(\)

= (27rr / 2 [r(^)]- 1 X"/ 2 - l JX.
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comes from inverting £ 0 (/) = (2<nt)~v/2.
suffices to prove the result when F G Q 0 0 . But
in that case if supp V C {x \ \ x \ < R}
REMARK. The formula for dk0
PROOF. By the last theorem, it

\e~tH(x, x) - e~'H°(x, x)\ < C(t)exp(-d(t)[\x\2

- R2])

from which t(t) = t0(t) follows. D
A slightly more specific argument shows that the same result is true for
JV-body Hamiltonians.
The last result says that for JV-body potentials, dk is an object of very limited
interest. For sufficiently short range potentials, a different object is of interest.
C.7.8. If V G Kv and V G lx(L2), then, for any g G Q00, g(H)
g(H0) is trace class.
THEOREM

-

PROOF. By an argument of Krein (see e.g. [124]), it suffices to show that
e~tH — e~tH° is trace class. Writing
e-tH

_ e-tH0 =

Vdse-sHVe-^-^H^

it suffices that e~tH/2Vand Ve~tH°/2 be trace class. This follows from Theorem
B.9.2. D
One can further show that Tr(g(H) — g(H0)) is of the form
fg(\)dp(\)
for a signed measure dp. The corresponding distribution function j}^ dp(\) is
called the spectral shift or Krein spectral shift. As discovered by Birman-Krein
it is related to the scattering matrix in a simple and beautiful way. For further
discussion see [28,105,124,125].
The situations where k is of some interest are random and almost periodic
potentials.
DEFINITION. An ergodic class of potentials is a probability measure dp on the
bounded continuous functions on Rv, so that the map V(-) -> V(•+*) is a
measure-preserving ergodic transformation.
THEOREM C.7.9. (a) (Benderskii-Pastur [21]) If dp is an ergodic class of
potentials, then for a.e. V in supp/i, the density of states measure exists and
spec(i/ ) is precisely the support of dk.
(b) (Avron-Simon [19]) If V is an almost periodic potential, then the density of
states measure exists and spec(//) is precisely the support of dk.
REMARKS. 1. For v — 1, a result equivalent to (b) was first proven by
Johnson and Moser [106]. [21] proves (a) only if v — 1. For general v, and
additional results, see Pastur [144-147], Fukushima and Nakao [64-66, 140],
Kirsch and Martinelli [116], Kotani [121] and Slivnyak [198].
2. Any almost periodic function is naturally associated to an ergodic class of
potentials of which it is a member. However (a) does not quite imply (b) since
in (a) an assertion is only made for a.e. V.
PROOF. We prove the first assertion in each part. For the second assertion
(i.e. supp(dk) = spec(/f )), see [19]. By Proposition C.7.2, it suffices to prove
that (l/TR)f\x\<Re~tH(x, x) dx has a limit for each fixed rational f > 0. In case
(b), it is not hard (using e.g. Theorem C.10.1) to prove that f(x) = e~tH(x, x)
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is an almost periodic function from which it follows that the limit exists. For
(a), we let g(V) = e'^Ho+v\090) so that (l/rR)flxl<Rg(V(- +*))d v t exists by
the Birkhoff ergodic theorem. D
C8. Allegretto-Piepenbrink theory. We present here some ideas developed in
1974 by Allegretto [13] and Piepenbrink [153,154] and developed by Moss and
Piepenbrink [138] and Allegretto [14, 15] who relaxed regularity assumptions
on V. Some related ideas occur in Albeverio et al. [10, 11]. Here we will prove
Theorem C.8.1 under what are presumably optimal regularity hypotheses;
Theorem C.8.2 can probably be improved.
The key notion is that the existence of positive solutions of Hu = Eu or of
solutions positive near infinity is connected to the spectrum of H in (-oo, E).
THEOREM C.8.1. Let V_ E Kv, V+ E Kl°°. Then Hu = Eu has a nonzero
distributional solution which is everywhere nonnegative if and only if inî spec(if)
>E.
PROOF. Suppose first that inf spec(/7) > E. Pick Q° -functions fn supported
in {x | n <\ x \< In) so that f„ > 0 and fn ^ 0. Let

un{x) = cn(H-E

+ n-'yxfn

where cn is chosen so that un(Q) = 1. Since un is everywhere positive (by the
proof of Lemma B.7.7), cn can be chosen to obtain the required normalization.
Clearly, un obeys Hun — (E — n~l)un for the region | x | < « . Thus, by
Harnack's inequality, for any R we can find CR with
Cil<uH(x)<CR

if|x|<*.

By passing to a subsequence, we can be sure that un has a limit point in weak
*L™oc sense so that (un , <p) -* (w, <p) for all <p E Ü with supp <p bounded. It is
easy to see that u is a distributional solution of Hu = Eu and that C^1 < u(x)
< CR for | x | < R, so that u is nonnegative and not identically zero.
Conversely, suppose Hu = Eu has a nonzero, nonnegative solution. By
Harnack's inequality, u is strictly positive and by Theorem C.2.2 u~l Vw = g is
in L2Xoc. We will prove that for <p E C0°°
(C44)

(<p9(H-E)<p)

= ±\\v<p-g<p\\22

which implies that H — E > 0. We first prove (C44) assuming u is C00. Then
by a direct calculation
it/"1 vu2vu~x

= i[A - u~l(Au)]

=-(H-E)

so
(<p,(H - E)<p) = i l l w v ( w » | | 2 = i l l v v -

(u-lvu)<p\\2

proving (C44) in that case. Given general M, F, we know that u is continuous
and locally bounded away from zero. Let u8 be u convoluted with an approximate identity^. Let V8 = u~8x[\ Vu8] + E so by the above,
(<p, (H0 +Vd-

E)q>) = ill V<p - g a |||.
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But since us -> u locally uniformly (w is continuous) and Vu8 -» V« in L 2 ^
and Aw8 -* Aw in L 1 ^, we have that gs -» g in L 2 ^ and P^ -* Fin L ^ proving
(C44) in general. D
0
REMARK. The above proof actually shows that for <p G Q , (<p9(H — E)<p)
> 0 (for if V<p — g<p = 0 then <p = CM £ C0°°) and, in fact, ker(# — £ ) is
either empty or multiples of u depending on whether u G L2.
Of course, if E < inf spec(i/), t n e n M cannot be polynomially bounded.
Unfortunately, the converse is false!
EXAMPLE (V = 1). Let u be a positive C°°-function on (-oo, oo) which is
equal to exp(|x| l / 2 ) on [1, oo) and to exp(-| JC| 1 / 2 ) on (-oo,-l]. Let V(x)
= \u" /u. Then V is C°° and V(x) = 0(x'1) at infinity. Since Hu = 0 has a
positive solution, inf spec(if) > 0 but since u is bounded by any exponential,
by Remark 3 following Theorem C.4.1, 0 G spec(#) so 0 = inf spec(7/). u is
clearly not polynomially bounded at +oo, but no other solution, v, can be
polynomially bounded at -oo (for the Wronskian of u and v would be L2 at
-oo which is impossible). This illustrates that Hu = inf spec(/f ) u may have no
polynomially bounded solution, let alone a positive one.
THEOREM C.8.2. Let V+ G K ^
V_ G K?\ Fix E. Then the following are
equivalent:
(a) For some R, (<p, H<p) > E(<p9 <p) for all <p G Q° with supp <p C (x 11 x \
>R).
(b) For some R, Hu = £t/ /*os a nonzero distributional solution on {x \ \ x \ > R}
which is nonnegative there.
(c) The spectral projection for the interval (-oo,E] is finite dimensional.
For general Vwith V+ G K]00 and V_ G Kv, (a) is equivalent to (b) and both are
implied by (c). Moreover (a), (b) implies inf essspec(/7) > £.
REMARK. The equivalence (a) => (c) is clearly related to the result of Persson
[152] and Agmon [2] which appears as (C35). Indeed, the last assertions in the
theorem are precisely (C35).
PROOF, (a) => (b) (a) says that if HR is the operator

i/0+ V

onL2({x\\x\>R})

with Dirichlet conditions on |jc|=i£, then inf spec(HR) > E, so u can be
constructed as in the last theorem.
(b) => (a) (C44) still holds for <p supported in {x |1 x | > R}.
(c) => (a) If (a) is false, we can inductively pick rx < r2 < • • • and <pn in C™
with supp <p„ C {x | rn < | x |< rn+x) with (<pM, H<pn) < E(q>n, <p„). Obviously,
for n =£ m, (%, Hq>m) — 0. Thus, if Sk is any finite linear combination of the
<pj9 then (*, HV) < £ ( * , * ) . It follows (see Theorem XIII.l of [162]) that the
spectral projection for the interval (-oo,2s] has infinite dimension.
(a) => [inf essspec(/f ) > E] (following ideas of Sigal [177]). Pick7^ j2 vnthjx
in C0°° and j2 in C°° with j2(x) = 0 if | x \< R, so that j 2 + £ = 1. Now
lJi,[Ji, H]] + [j2,[J2, H]\ = -(Vyi) 2 - (Vy 2 ) 2 so since (y 2 + j2)H =
H(j2 +j2) = H, we have that
H =jïHjl

+j2Hj2 - i ( v 7 i ) 2 ~ KV7 2 ) 2 .
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Now, by (a), j2Hj2 > Ej2. Moreover, j\Hjl =j\Hjl where V is any function
with V(x) = V(x) for x in suppy,. In particular, we can pick V so that H has
compact resolvent. If we do that H> E + F where F is a finite rank operator
so
j\Hjl+j2Hj2>E+jlFjl
which implies that infcssspcc(jlHjl + j2Hj2) > E. But -\(Vjx) 1 -\(Vj 2 ) 2 is
//-compact so essspec(//) = essspec(y1///1 +j2Hj2) (see Theorem XIII. 14 of
[162]).
(b) => (c) ifVG K<;l)>loc. Without loss, suppose E = 0. Picky,, j2 withy, G
C0°°, 1 - y 2 G Ç andy2(x) = 0if \x\<R +±,j\(x) = 0 iî \x\>R+
1 and
j2+j'i=l.
Let w=j2+j2u
which is C1 since F G ^ ( 1 ) and let F =
(w)*"1!! AH>] so V = F if | x \> R = 1. Moreover Fis easily seen to be [uj2w"l]V
plus a continuous function and so it is in Kv. Pick <p G CQ° with 3<p/3« = 0 on
| J C | = I * + l.Then

(<p,(-A + F)<p) = (<p,(-A + F)<p) + / ( F - F)|<p| 2 <T*
= ƒ | V<p - w > V w |2 + ƒ (F - V) | <p |2 </"*

(by C44)

= a(<p) + b(q>)
where
•/|JC|>/{+1

6(9) = f

9 [-A + F]<p + f

</« I <p |2a,

with a = udu~x/dn is bounded. This uses an elementary integration by parts.
By a limiting argument, this equality holds for any <p. Let A, B be the operators
on L2(| x \> R + 1) and L2(| JC |< # + 1) with forms a, b. Then H>A® B
(one does not have equality because A® B has a larger form domain; see
§XIII.15 of [162]). Since a is bounded and F G Kv9 it is easy to see that B has
compact resolvent. Obviously, A > 0 and ker(^4) is either zero or one dimensional depending on whether w G L2 or not. Thus ^4 ® B has a finite rank
spectral projection for (-oo, 0] and so therefore does H. D
Open question. Does (a) => (c) for any F with F + G À;1OC, F_ G K¥1
The answer should be yes.
COROLLARY C.8.3. Let F, W have W+,V+E
Kl%V_ , W_ G *<*> wifA
supp[F — W] bounded. Then, for any E, the dimension of the spectral projection
for the integral (-00 ,£] for - \ A -f F is finite if and only if the same is true for
- {A + W.
PROOF. Solutions of - ^Aw + Vu = Eu outside a large sphere are the same
as solutions of - jàu + Wu = Eu there. Use (b) <=» (c) in Theorem C.8.2. D
REMARK. The proof of (a) => [inf essspec(//) > E] above shows that if the
corollary could be proved assuming Kv whenever K^ appears, then one would
know that (a) => (c) in general. This corollary is due to Piepenbrink [153].
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C9. Unique continuation.
DEFINITION. A partial differential operator, P, is said to have the unique
continuation property (u.c.p.) if and only if every distributional solution u of
Pu = 0 in an open connected set, S2, which vanishes near some xQEÜ is
identically zero.
The following result is "classical".
THEOREM C.9.1. Let V be a potential which is bounded on compact subsets of
RV\T where T is a closed set of measure zero. Then - jA + V — E has the
u.c.p.

For v = 2, this is a result of Carleman [33] and for general v of Muller [139].
For further discussions and history, see Hörmander's book [99] or Reed and
Simon, Vol. IV [162]. The latter uses Carleman's approach together with a
bound of Heinz [79]. The following elementary estimates can shorten and
replace the Heinz estimates. These estimates are taken from a paper of
Hörmander [98] whose proof we follow:
LEMMA C.9.2.

For any real a, X and any u G q?(R' \ {0})
||r« +l (A + \)u\\l>

(C45)
PROOF.

Let C = r

a+1

(A + X)r-

a+1

4a\\\r«u\\\.

, so

C = r(v - arxfr

+ \r2 = Lx + L 2

where
Lx = LX = rv2r + a2 + Xr2,

L 2 = -L\ = - a [ r v + Vr].

Since L2 is the generator of dilations [L 2 , Lx] = [L 2 , Xr2]. Thus
C*C = {Lx - L2)(LX + L 2 ) > [Ll9 L2] -

4a\r2.

Let v = ra~lu and note that (C45) says that || Cv || l> 4aX II rv II |. D
Theorem C.9.1 follows from the lemma and the Carleman argument found
on p. 243 of [162].
This leaves the question of unbounded V. The following is a natural
conjecture.
Open question. Prove that for any Fin K]00, H has the u.c.p. There are so far
some disappointing results on this problem. The first are due to Schechter and
Simon [173] who prove
C.9.3. If V2 is locally H0-form bounded, in particular if V2 is in
K] , then H = H0 + Vhas the u.c.p.
THEOREM
00

Schechter and Simon [173] also have some results requiring L ^-properties of
V. These have been improved by Saut and Scheurer [169] and by Amrein,
Berthier and Georgescu [16, 25, 26, 71] who prove
THEOREM

C.9.4. IfVe

Lf^, p > 2P/39 then H0 + Vhas the u.c.p.
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